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ABSTRACT- 

A Versatile Real-Time Spectral Analysis System (May 1986) 

Mark Steven Hancock, B. S. , Texas ARM University 

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. B. R. Jean 

A variety of applications exist, such as the processing of radar 

scatterometer data and chirp FM radar signals, which require the ana- 

lysis of the spectrum of the incoming signal. In order for these 

applications to be implemented in real-time, a system is needed which 

can compute a signal's spectrum and still be small and light enough to 

be considered portable. 

Recent advancements in technology have allowed the design of such 

a system based on a charge coupled device (CCD) implementation of the 

chirp-Z transform (CZT). The design uses four multiplying digital- 

to-analog converters and a CCD quad chirp transversal filter to per- 

form the CZT operation. By using a CCD transversal filter to imple- 

ment the convolution operation of the transform, the vast amount of 

sequential processing which would normally be required to compute the 

spectrum of the signal are rather performed fn parallel. This allows 

the system to keep pace with high system sampling rates and wide si g- 

nal bandwidths. Also, because the CCD is small and very low power, 

the total system can be made small and lightweight. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTIOR 

In recent years, increased emphasis has been placed on 'the need 

for the development of versatile real-time spectral analysis systems. 

Th1s has come about mostly because of an increasing number of applica- 

tions which require spectral analysis and because of the ready avail- 

ability of small m1croprocessor based computers wh1ch have allowed 

many existing appl1cat1ons to be performed in a real-time environment. 

This report analyzes the des1gn of one such spectral analysis 

system, identif1es its deficiencies, and proposes an improved design. 

In this chapter several techniques are presented by wh1ch spectral 

analysis can be performed. The technique used by both the current and 

revised systems is ident1fied and compared with the other techniques 

to identify 1ts advantages and disadvantages. Also, two applications 

are discussed in wh1ch the revised system could be used to perform 

real-time data analysis. 

A. Techni ues for S ectral Anal sis 

There are many spectral analysis techniques. Roberts, louie, and 

Parry Llj recently presented a paper which identifies a large number 

of these techniques. Four of the most popular of these techniques are 

rev1ewed here. These are: the filter bank, slfd1ng filter, d1sper- 

s1ve filter, and discrete Fourier transform techniques. 

fhi thesis fo11 th ty1 a d f t f th ~PO di S f 



I) Filter Bank Techni ue: The filter bank technique is the fast- 

est of all the spectral analysis techniques. However, a comparatively 

large amount of hardware is required to implement it if both wide 

bandwidth and fine spectral resolution are desired. 

Figure I illustrates the filter bank technique. A large number 

of narrow band filters are placed in parallel. The bandwidths of the 

filters are equal to the desired spectral resolution, and the center 

frequencies are spaced evenly to cover the frequency band being ana- 

lyzed. Each filter's output represents the energy contained within 

its particular band. The time required to estimate the spectral con- 

tent of a signal using the filter hank technique is limited by filter 

propogation time, which is proportional to the inverse of the system's 

spectral resolution. 

2) Slidin Filter Techni ue: The sliding filter technique re- 

quires much less hardware than the filter bank technique, but is much 

slower. In this technique, only a single filter is used. This filter 
is used to measure the spectral content of the input signal by 

sweeping its center frequency across the frequency band being ana- 

lyzed. Figure 2 illustrates one method of accomplishing this. 

In Figure 2 the input signal is mixed with a swept local osci 1- 

lator. As the oscillator is swept, different sections of the input 

signal's spectrum appear in the pass band of the filter. The band- 

width of this filter is equal to the desired spectral resolution. 

Propogation time through the filter determines maximum sweep rate and 

thus minimum spectral estimation time. The fastest achievable spec- 

tral estimation time is T = BW/af where BW is the system bandwidth, 

and af is the desired spectral resolution. 
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The sl1ding filter technique is a popular technique for spectral 

analysis because of versatility and low cost. It is very slow, how- 

ever, and thus not well su1ted for real-time systems. Laboratory 

spectrum analyzers commonly use this technique since they place more 

emphasis on low cost than high speed. The slid1ng filter technique is 

so easily implemented in hardware that a recent article described how 

to implement it using a single integrated circuit [2] . 
3) Dis ersive Filter Techn1 ue: Dispersive filters have been 

used since the days of Isaac Newton to perform spectral analysis. 

During th1s early time, spectral analysis was be1ng performed at op- 

tical frequencies. One common dispersive filter used was the pr1sm. 

Not until the advent of surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) devices, and the 

recent development of magneto-standing-wave (MSW) devices, have dis- 

persive filters been usable for spectral analysis of electrical s1g- 

nals. 

Dispersive filters can directly compute the Fourier integral. To 

accompl1sh this, the Four1er integral aust be mathematically re- 

arranged to a form which 1s more easily implemented in hardware. By 

making the substitution 

Zw~ = ( — j + (u~) - (u~ - — ) 
w 2 2 w 2 (1. 1) 

the exponent 1s split 1nto three parts. After rearranging terms, the 

Fourier integral 

F(w) = f f(~)e 3" 
d (I. 2) 
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becomes, 

(-")' )2 )(I - — ) 

2( ) = e ( (2( ) )e C . (2. 2) 
CD 

This equation, sometimes called the "chirp transform, " cannot be 

implemented 1n hardware because of the infinite 1ntegral. Also, the 

output of a d1spersive f1lter should be represented as a function of 

time not radian frequency. These two requirements can be met by 

making the subst1tution w = u t and setting the 1ntegral 11mits to 

integrate over the past T seconds. With these alteration, Equation 

1. 3 becomes 

(ut) . ( )2 et(t- 
e(et). ) Iel )e ] 4. 

t-T 
(1. 4) 

This equation can be implemented in hardware using a dispersive f1lter 

as shown 1n Figure 3. Three operations are requi red: convolut1on, 

pre-multiplication, and post-multiplication. The final operation 

(post-multiplication) is not required if only the spectral magnitude 

is desired. Post-multiplication affects only the phase of the spec- 

tral output. Pre-multplication and post-multiplication are performed 

using a swept local oscillator and two analog mixers. The convolution 

is performed using a dispersive filter. For a description of how a 

SAW dispersive filter can be used to implement the chirp transform 

consult Jack and Paige's paper [3] on Fourier transform processors. 

The dispersive filter technique is very effective howeve), 



current technology severely restr1cts the versatility of a spectral 

analysis system employing the technique. Alterat1on of the system's 

bandwidth or spectral resolution requires physical modification of 

dispersive filter, thus it is often not a selectable opt1on. Also, 

the technique is generally limited to high frequency signals. The 

operating range of surface-acoustic-wave devices is limited to the 10 

MHz to IGHz frequency range LIj and magneto-standing-wave devices 

operate at even higher frequenc1es. The dispersive filter technique 

for spectral analysis is therefore limited to high frequency 

applications where system versatility is not required. 

4) Discrete Fourier Transform Techni ues: The d1screte Fourier 

transform is the discrete time equivalent of the cont1nuous time 

Fourfer integral shown in Equation 1. 2. This transform 1s very useful 

because it can be used to estimate the spectral content of a signal. 

The equation for the discrete Fourier transform 1s 

N-1 -2vjnk 

Fk* & '' 
n D 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-1. (1 B) 

If the sequence (fn} is generated by uniformly sampl1ng f(t) N times 

in a period of time T, then }Fk} w111 represent the estimates of the 

spectrum of f(t), uniformly spaced at intervals of I/T in frequency. 

Two major problems plague the d1screte Fourfer transform. These 

problems are aliasing and frequency leakage. Aliasing occurs when the 

input signal is sampled. Because of this sampling process, an 

fnfinte number of different signals f(t) can produce the identical 

sampled sequence (fn}. This ambiguity in the time domain is also 



transferred to an ambiguity in the frequency doma1n. The frequency 

domain ambiguity, or aliasing, causes frequencies which are separated 

by integer multiples of the sample frequency to be indistingu1shable. 

The second problem, frequency leakage, is caused when f(t) is not 

periodic with period T. A d1scontinu1ty is introduced in to (fn} 

which causes a severe loss in spectral resolution. Details of the 

frequency leakage problem are deferred unt11 Chapter II and Append1x 

Direct computation of the discrete Fourier transform can require 

a large amount of time. Two techniques have been developed which 

reduce this amount of time. These techn1ques are the fast Fourier 

transform and the chirp 2-transform. Both transforms are mathe- 

matically 1dentical to Equation 1. 5 but the1r structure allows for 

easier implementation. 

a) Fast Fourier Transform: The fast Fourler transform (FFT) is 

specifically designed for sequential machines (such as a digital 

computer). The transform was developed 1n 1965 by Cooley and Tukey 

L4]. It min1mizes the nmnber of sequential operations required to 

compute the discreter Fourier transform. Computation of the discrete 

Fourier transform from Equation 1. 5 requires 4N real multipl1cat1ons. 

If N is an integral power of 2, then the FFT can be used 1nstead. By 

us1ng the FFT to compute the discrete Fourier transform only 2NlogzN 

real multiplications are required. The fast Fourier transform 

accomplishes this increased speed through extensive re-use of inter- 

mediate results. For a transform of length N=512, the fast Fourier 

transform is in excess of one hundred times faster than the direct 
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computation of the discrete Fourier transform. The dominant disadvan- 

tages of the fast Fourier transform are cost, s1ze, and power consump- 

tion. Recent development of high speed digital multipliers and high 

performance micro-processors have reduced the cost and size restric- 

tions; however, these devices still consume large amounts of power. 

For additional details on the fast Fourier transform consult Cooley 

and Tukey's paper [jtj. 

b) Chir 2-Transform: The chirp Z-transform is another algor- 

ithm for computing the discrete Four1er transform. This transform 1s 

designed for easy implementation using a transversal filter. The 

chirp Z-transform is the discrete time equivalent of the chirp trans- 

form discussed earlier. It was presented by Bluestein [5] in 1968. 

By making the substitution 2nk - n + k - (n-k) the equation for the 

discrete Fourier transform can be rewritten to form the chirp Z- 

transform 

~k 6 1 
-1 1' ( -k 2 2 . 2 

fk = ( (f„k (6 k = 0, 1, 2, . . . 6-1. (1. 6( 
n=0 

Another version of the transform is called the sl1ding ch1rp Z- 

transform. It is very similar but has d1fferent summation limits. 

The equation for the sliding chirp Z-transform is 

~k -1 ~~ kk 
2 2 2 

N N N Fk=e ( (f e )e 
n-k 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-I. (1. 7) 

Both these transforms consist of three operations: pre-multipl1cation, 



magnitude 1s desired. Figure 4 shows how both forms of the chirp 

Z-transform can be implemented in hardware. 

The sl1ding version of the chirp 2-trans f orm is more commonly 

used than the stat1onary version. This is because it is much faster 

and easier to implement. The structure of the sliding ch1rp 

Z-transform allows input sampl1ng and transform computation to occur 

s1mul taneously . The sliding chirp Z-transform is the spectral 

analysis techn1que used by both systems presented in this report. A 

detailed analysis of both forms of the chirp Z-transform are discussed 

in Chapter II. 
The most significant disadvantage of the chirp Z-transform is 

poor dynamic range. ' 
When implemented us1ng a charge coupled device 

transversal filter, a dynamic range of 60dB is probably achievable. 

Higher dynamic ranges have been proposed as achievable [6j, but prac- 

tical cons1derations and the effects of frequency leakage make these 

levels difficult if not impossible to reach for a wide variety of 

1nput s1gnals. System bandw1dths from 4KHz to 2MHz have been 

achieved, and bandwfdths from 25Hz to 10MHz have been proposed [6] as 

theoretically achievable. H1gh speed, versat1lity, and low power 

consumption make the chirp Z-transform technique for spectral analysis 

an excellent choice for systems not requiring an extremely high 

dynamic range. 

B. licat1ons Re ui rin S ectral Anal sis 

Many appl1cations exist which require spectral analysis. Two 

such appl1cations are real-time radar scatterometer and ch1rp fm radar 

data processing. In both of these applications, processing of the 
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data requires the computation of its power spectrum. performing this 

task in a real-time environment is difficult. The development of the 

two systems presented in this report was undertaken to overcome this 

difficulty. The current system was developed for NASA to aid 1n the 

real-time processing of radar scatterometer data. However, this 

system lacks the versatility to be used for other applications. A 

description of the two applications mentioned above is presented here 

to help identify the requ1rements for the spectral analysis system. 

1) Real-Time Radar Scatterometer Data Processin : A radar 

scatterometer is a calibrated radar system which can be used to 

measure a target's radar scattering coefficient as a function of 

observation angle. Radar scatterometers are very effective tools in 

the f1eld of remote sensing. Work done at the Remote Sensing Center 

at Texas AEbl University has shown that scatterometers can be used to 

remotely monitor arctic ice type [7] and soil moisture content [8]. 
Airborne fan beam radar scatterometers employ the Doppler 

principle to resolve different observat1on angles. Figure 5 

illustrates how this is accomplished. A CW radar beam is transmitted 

to the surface, scattered by the surface material ~ and received by an 

onboard antenna. The transmitted beam is very narrow in the cross 

track dimension and wide in the along track dimension. The Doppler 

effect causes the return from each angle to be sh1fted in frequency. 

The sum of return signals thus produces a result wh1ch has been spread 

in frequency by the Doppler effect. Separation of the received signal 

into the returns from each angle requi res computation of the spectrum 

of the received signal. Computation of this spectrum is currently 



Figure5- Real-Time Radar Scatterometr~ 
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accomplished using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) technique for 

spectral analysis. Since the FFT requires a large amount of computa- 

tional power, data must be recorded in real-time and post-processed on 

large ground-based computers. The resulting time lag between data 

acquisition and final product has proven to be excessive. 

Real-time processing of scatterometer data would dramatically 

reduce costs, and data lag times. To accomplish this, a spectral 

analysis system is required which can real-time process the return 

signal. Because the system must be placed on board the aircraft, it 

should be small, low power, and lightweight. 

In 1976 the Remote Sensing Center completed work on a real-time 

quick look radar scatterometer processor [9]. This processor used the 

sliding filter technique to perform its spectral analysis. Because 

the technique was too slow, data could not be fully processed for a 

large number of angles. Also, the system did not produce data of suf- 

ficient accuracy for analytical use. The processor did, however, 

accomplish three major tasks. It allowed for the verification of 

proper system operation, it helped identify which data should be 

post-processed on ground based computers, and it identified that full 

real-time data processing would soon be possible. 

Full real-time processing of radar scatteroeter data was accom- 

plished in 1979 [10] using the chirp Z transform spectral analysis 

technique. The spectral analysis system contained within the pro- 

cessor, uses a charge coupled device to compute the transform. This 

device was developed by Texas Instruments in 1975 [6$ and placed 

into production by Reticon in 1978. Development of this system has 
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proven that full real-time processing of radar scatterometer data is 

feasible using current technology. The development has also shown, 

however, that the system requires refinement. The refinement of this 

spectral analysis system is the subject of this report. 

2) Chir FM Radar Data Processin : Another application 

requi ring spectral analysis is chirp fm radar data processing. This 

is because target range information is frequency encoded. For 

multiple targets, determination of target range requires the 

computation of the spectrum of the radar output signal. To explain 

this requirement, it is necessary to review the mechanics of such a 

radar system. 

A block diagram of a simple chirp fm radar is shown in Figure 6. 

The radar functions are as follows. The swept local oscillator 

generates the linear fm signal shown in Figure 7b. This signal is 

transmitted, reflected by the target, and received by the antenna. 

Because of the finite speed of the transmitted signal, the received 

signal (Figure 7c) is delayed in time. Because the two waveforms are 

swept fn frequency, the time delay produces a constant frequency 

difference. Mixing the two signals, then low-pass filtering the 

result, produces a sine wave whose frequency is this difference. 

Unfortunately, a higher freqency signal is also produced by the 

re-starting of the sweep process. This is shown in Figure 7d. The 

adverse effect of the high frequency sine wave can be minimized by 

using long sweep times. For single target systems, the range to the 

target can be obtained by measuring the frequency of the output 

signal. 
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Multi pl e tar gets as well as other sorts of reflections are, 

unfortunately, the case of the real world. In these cases, the output 

signal is the sum of the results for each individual target or 

reflection. To separate these signals, the spectrum of the output 

signal aust be computed. This can be performed using a spectral 

analysis system. To ensure flexibility of the radar system the 

bandwidth and spectral resolution of the spectral analyzer must be 

alterable. One application where this is particularly desirable is 

tracking a single target. Wide bandwidths are first used while 

searching for a target. Once the target has been found, the bandwidth 

fs tightened down to more precisely identify its exact position and 

track it. 
Spectral analysis systems which employ the discrete Fourier 

transform technique for spectral analysis are particularly useful in 

chirp fm radar systems. The bandwidths and spectral resolution are 

easily alterable, and the aliasing effect can often be used as an 

advantage in such applications as single target tracking. Of the two 

techniques discussed previously for computing the discrete Fourier 

transform, the chirp Z-transform appears to lend itself particularly 

well to the processing of chirp fm radar data. This is because the 

chirp Z-transform can be implemented using a charge coupled device to 

produce a small, lightweight, low power spectral analysis system. 

These attributes are especially important since chirp fm radar systems 

are used in aircraft where space, weight and power are at a premium. 

C. Re ort Objectives 

The Microwave Microelectronics Laboratory at Texas A&M University 
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is often involved in applications which require spectral analysis. 

The two applications previously discussed are examples of such work. 

Previously it has been the case to custom design hardware for each 

specific application. The advent of microprocessors has made is 

possible to design general purpose hardware and then write software to 

customize the system for a specific application. Unfortunately, 

current microprocessors do not have sufficient computing power to 

perform spectral analysis. The objective of this report is to design 

a versatile spectral analysis system which is easily interfaced to a 

microprocessor. This system must be capable of performing spectral 

analysis in real-time and allow alteration of its bandwidth and 

spectral resolution from software. To allow easy incorporation in 

current projects, the system is designed to plug directly into an 

Intel MULTIBUS standard card cage. 

The design of the spectral analysis system is based on the chirp 

2-transform. A charge coupled device manufactured by Reticon is used 

to implement the transversal filter. The design is based on a current 

design used for processing radar scatterometer data. Many 

modifications have been made to increase the system's performance and 

versatility. In the following chapters, the theoretical basis of the 

chirp 1-transform wi 1 1 be examined, the current spectral analysis 

system will be analyzed, and the revised design will be presented. 



CHAPTER II 

EXANINATION OF THE CHIRP Z-TRANSFORM 

A. Introduction 

Both systems presented in this report ut1lize the chirp Z- 

transform to perform spectral analysis. This chapter exam1nes both 

the mathematics of the transform and its hardware implementation. 

B. The Ch1r Z-Transform 

In 1968, Bluestein L5j found that when a simple substitution was 

made into the equation for the d1screte Fourier transform, the equa- 

tion could be decomposed into three operations. The result1ng equa- 

tion he called the ch1rp Z-transform. 

1) Der1vation of the Ch1r Z-transform: The chirp Z-transform 

(CZT) 1s formed by first start1ng with the equation for the discrete 

Fourier transform. 

-jx(2nk 
F N~l f 

k n n=0 
k=o, 1, 2, . . . N-1 (2. 1) 

The Bluestein substitution is then used to break up the product 

term 2nk which appears 1n the exponential. The Bluestein substitut1on 

is 

2nk = n + k — (n-k) 2 2 2 (2. 2) 

When the substitution is performed, and the resulting exponential is 

broken into three parts the result is the CZT. 
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~vk 2 2 2 
N- I 

- 'vn jv(n-k) F=e([fe]e k=0, 1, 2, . . . N-I (2. 3) 
k 

n 0 
n 

It is very important to note from this derivation that the CZT is 

mathematically equivalent to the discrete Fourier transform. Both 

transforms exhib1t the exact same properties and characteristics. The 

CZT, like the fast Fourier transform (FFT), is just a mathematical 

manipulation of the discrete Fourier transform which allows for easier 

computation. 

2) Structure of the Chir Z-transform: The advantage of the 

chirp 2-transfer is based on its structure. This structure allows the 

computation of the transform with just three operations: pre- 

multiplicat1on, convolution, and post-multiplication. All three of 

these operations are easily implemented in hardware. 

The first operat1on required in computing the CZT is pre- 

multiplication. In this operation, the input sequence (fn } is 

multiplied point-by-point by a sampled "down-ch1rp". A "down-chirp" 

1s a linear fm waveform of decreasing frequency. This first operation 

produces a new sequence 

-jjnn 2 

gn 
= fn' n = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-I. (2. 4) 

The second operation required to compute the CZT is convolution. 

The pre-multiplied sequence gn is convolved with an "up-chirp". 

Just 11ke the "down-chirp, " an "up-chi rp" 1s a linear fm waveform, but 

of 1ncreasing rather than decreasing frequency. The result of the 
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convolution is 

2 g„k = 0, 1, 2. . 2-1. 
n=0 

(2. 5) 

The final operation required 1s post-multiplfcatfon. This opera- 

tion ault1plfes the convolution result hk by a "down-chirp". The 

result of post-multiplication is 

~ggk 2 

Fk hk e N 
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-I. (2. 6) 

Post-multipl1catfon fs used to correct the phase of the convolved out- 

put hk, producing the discrete Fourier estimates (Fk}. Many cases 

exist when the phase of the estimates is not requfred. In these cases 

the post-multiplication need not be done since it only effects the 

phase of the estimates and not their magn1tude. This is very impor- 

tant since the output of the two systems discussed fn this report com- 

pute power-spectral-density (PSD). Power-spectral-dens1ty is not de- 

pendent on the phase of the discrete Fourfer estimates; because of 

this, pre-multipl1cation and convolution are the only operations re- 

quired for computi ng power-spectral-density using the chirp Z- 

transform. This is amch simpler than computation of power-spectral- 

density directly from the d1screte Fourier transform. 

3) The Slidin Chir Z-transform: Another form of the chirp Z- 

transform fs the sliding chirp Z-transform. The sliding transform is 

derived by performing the Bluestefn subst1tut1on on the sliding dfs- 

crete Fourier transform 



-'x(2nk 
k+N-1 

'n' k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-I. (2a7) 
n=k 

The equation for the sliding chi rp 2-transform is 

~tpk 

k 
(fe )e 

n=k 
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-1. (2n8) 

There is an important difference between the stationary and 

sliding chirp 2-transforms. For the stationary transform (equation 

2. 2), all the spectral estimates are computed using the same data. 

For the sliding transform, the data window slides in time as the esti- 

mates are computed. This means that every estimate is computed using 

a different data window. If the input sequence (fn ) is periodic 

with period N, then the estimates produced by the stationary and 

sliding transforms will be identical. If not, then the estimates pro- 

duced by the two transforms may differ. The exact nature of this dif- 

ference is rather complicated. A detailed discussion of this dif- 

. ference is presented in Appendix A. When used for spectral analysis 

both transforms exhibit a comparable spectral resolution and dynamic 

range. This is because only the phase of the error terms differ be- 

tween the transforms, and not their magnitude. 

ai ~Windowin - Path th chi p Z-transrorm a d di c ntn Po i r 

transform exhibit a property called "frequency leakage. " "Frequency 

leakage" is the spilling over of a monotone input into several fre- 

quency estimates. It occurs when the input is not periodic with per- 

iod NTs where N is the transform length and Ts is the sample 
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interval. The reason for "frequency leakage" is that both transforms 

mathemat1cal ly extend the input sequency {fn) to form a N periodic 

sequence. If the original input form which {fn) was obtained was 

not NTs periodic, then th1s extention will produce discontinuities 

as illustrated 1n Figure 8. An illustration of this effect is shown 

in Figures 9 and 10. Both of these transforms represent the spectral 

estimates of a 512 point CZT of a sampled monotone input. For Figure 

9 the 1nput s1gnal is 

j2v(256)t 
q(q) ~vs (2 ' g) 

Since this signal is NTs (N = 512) per1odic, no "leakage" is ob- 

served in the resulting estimates. For Figure 10 the input is not 

NTs periodic. This input signal is 

~2v 255+5t 
f(t) = e (2. 10) 

The resulting estimates for this s1gnal do exh1b1t "leakage" as shown 

1n Figure 10. "Frequency leakage" is a major problem and 1s a sign1f- 

1cant contribution to a reduced signal-to-noise ratio and dynamic 

range when the chirp Z-transform or discrete Fourier transform is used 

for spectral estimation. 

One technique for reducing "frequency leakage" is called win- 

dowing. The objective of th1s techn1que is to reduce the discon- 

tinufties produced by the extention of the input sequence. This fs 

done by multiplying the sequence {fn{ by a window sequence {wn). 

If [wn) is chosen so that the product {wnfn) goes smoothly to 

zero at the ends, then the discontinuities caused by the extention 



a) 

b) 

Rgure 8 Time extention of a sampled signal 
a) Original Signal 
b) Time-extended signal 
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will be reduced. This in turn will reduce the amount of "frequency 

leakage. " If windowing is applied to the stat1onary chirp Z- 

transform, the resulting equation w111 be 

-jvk 2 

F = e 
N 

k 

-jvn jv(n-k) 2 2 
N I 

N N 

(fnwne ) e 
n=0 

I& = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-I. (2. 11) 

For the sliding chirp Z-transform, the result1ng equation will be 

-jxk -j vn 
2 2 2 jv(n-k) 

F = e ) (f„e ) w 
k 

e k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-I. (2. 12) 
n=k 

Note that windowing for the stationary transform is performed during 

pre-multiplication while windowing for the sliding transform 1s per- 

formed in the convolution operation. The window nmst slide with the 

data in the sliding transform. In both these cases, the window 

sequence selected has a major effect on the best realizable resolution 

and dynamic range which can be obtained. 

Hany different window1ng functions have been proposed. Harris 

('ll] has researched the effects of windowing functions on the discrete 

Fourier transform. Because the discrete Fouri er transform and chirp 

Z-transform are mathematically equivalent, Harris' work carries over 

to the CZT. Harris examined a var1ety of d1fferent windows and sev- 

eral f1gures of merit for evaluating and comparing them. Two figures 

of mer1t which seem to closely estimate worst case dynamic range and 

spectral resolution are max1mum side-lobe level and 6dB bandwidth, 

respectively. Using these f1gures of merit it can be seen that the 

rectangular window has excellent resolution but poor dynamic range. 
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The Hanning window has signif1cantly better dyanmic range at the loss 

of some resolution. The Dolph-Chebyshev window has both better dy- 

namic range and better resolut1on than the Hanning w1ndow. Df all the 

windows surveyed by Harris, the Dolph-Chebyshev has the best overall 

performance; however, it is rarely used because of its significant 

mathematical complexity. 

8oth systems presented in this report can use either the rec- 

tangular window or the Hanning window. For the sliding chirp Z- 

transform, the windowing function aust be placed w1thin the trans- 

versal filter. The rectangular and Hanning windows are the only 

windows available 1n a charge-coupled device transversal filter. The 

spectral characteristics of the rectangular window have just been 

presented in Figures 9 and 10. F1 gures 11 and 12 present the same 

characteristics for the Hann1ng window. The Hannfng window exhibits a 

much lower amount of "frequency leakage" than the rectangular window; 

however, the wider central lobe produces a poorer spectral resolut1on. 

C. Im lementin the Chir Z-transform in Hardware 

Although the chirp Z-transform appears to be much more complex 

than the discrete Fourier transform, 1t is actually such simpler to 

implement in hardware. Th1s is because the convolution process in the 

chirp Z-transform is easily 1mplemented using a transversal filter, 

and both pre-multiplication and post-multiplication can be implemented 

using a multiplying dig1tal-to-analog converter. The discrete Fourier 

transform however, has no simple implementation in hardware and must 

therefore be computed using a digital computer. In many applications 

the cost and size limitations of such a computer can prove extremely 
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prohibitive. Th1s is especially true for large bandwidth signals, and 

thus high system sample rates. 

A block d1agram showing the hardware implementat1on of the chirp 

Z-transform is presented in Figure 13. This d1agram shows that the 

implementation is composed of three operat1ons: pre-mult1plication, 

convolution, and post-multiplication. In the following discussion on 

the implementation of the chirp Z-transform, each of the three oper- 

ations will be discussed separately. 

I) Pre-multi lication: The pre-multiplication operation required 

in computing the CZT is eas1ly implemented 1n hardware. Figure 14 

shows an implementation wh1ch uses a nultiply1ng digital-to-analog 

converter, a read-only memory, and a dig1tal counter . The read-only- 

memory contains the sampled down-chirp required for pre-multiplica- 

tion. These sampled values are addressed by the digital counter and 

supplied to the nultiplying digital-to-analog converter which then 

multiplies them by the input sequence to produce a pre-multiplied out- 

put sequence. 

2) Convolution: The convolution operation can be implemented in 

hardware using a transversal filter. A transversal filter is essen- 

tially a long series of delay elements whose outputs (called taps or 

bins) are individually weighted and summed to produce an output. 

F1gure 15 illustrates the block diagram of a transversal filter. 

The convolution differs sl1ghtly depend1ng on whether the sta- 

tionary or sliding ch1rp Z-transform is be1ng computed. The d1f- 

ference is the data window over wh1ch the convolution is taken. For 

the stationary transform, this window is stationary and thus the equa- 
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tion for the convolution is 

2 

g e 
m 0 

(2. 13) 

The sequence (gm) is the output sequence of the pre-multiplier. For 

the sliding transform, the data window slides. The equation for per- 

forming a sliding convolution is 

v(m-k) 2 

nmk 
(2. 14) 

Because of the different nature of the two convolutions, the imple- 

mentation of each will be presented separately . 
a) Stationar convolution: Two techniques exist for using a 

transversal filter to implement convolution required for the sta- 

tionary chirp 2-transform. The first technique requires a transversal 

filter of length 2N where N is the length of the transform. The tap 

weights of the filter are two cycles of an up-chirp. A block diagram 

of such a transversal filter is shown in Figure 16. The transversal 

filter is first assumed to be initially filled with zeros. A single 

record of data is then loaded serially into the lower N bins of the 

transversal filter (the output is ignored during this time) to produce 

the configuration shown in Figure 17a. At this time the output of the 

transversal filter is 

2 
~vm 

b = ( g e 
o 0 m 

(2. 15) 
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This is the first term of the convolution expressed fn equat1on 2. 13. 

Likewise, every t1me a zero is shifted into the transversal filter, 

the resulting output will be the next sequential term of the convolu- tionn. 

Thus by shifting in N-I zeros the N terms of the convolution 

are obtained. F1gure 17 illustrates this sequence ending at Figure 

17d when the Nth zero is shifted in. If the next data record is then 

shifted into the lower N bins of the transversal filter, the configur- 

ation shown 1n F1gure 17a is obtained and the sequence has been 

brought full-circle. There are two disadvantages with this tech- 

nique. The first is that 2N clock cycles are required to produce N 

outputs. The second is that a transversal f1lter of length 2N 1s re- 

quired to compute a transform of length N. Thus, the technique works, 

but is inefficient. 

The second technique for implementing a stationary convolut1on 

using a transversal filter 1s more efficient than the fi rst. This 

technique can be developed by imagin1ng the transversal filter shown 

in Figure 16 as being composed of two identical transversal filters of 

length N connected end-to-end. The output bn is thus the sum of the 

outputs of the two shorter transversal filters. Because these two 

filters have identical tap wieghts, 1t 1s possible to combine them 1n- 

to a single transversal filter whose data is the sum of the data in 

the two original transversal filters. It is 1mportant to note that 

whenever a bin in the first transversal filter contains non-zero data, 

the data in the same bin in the second transversal filter is always 

zero, and vice versa. Because of th1s, a stationary convolution can 

be implemented using a transversal filter of length N as follows. The 
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filter is f1rst loaded serially with a single data record (bk is 

1gnored during this time) to produce the configurat1on shown 1n Figure 

18a. The output of the filter is now bo as in the other technique. 

Instead of now shifting in zeros, the data within the filter is ro- 

tated. The first of these rotations is shown in Figure 18b and pro- 

duces the second convolutional output b&. By rotat1ng the data N-I 

times, the N terms of the convolut1on are produced. At this point the 

Nth rotate is performed to ready the filter for re-load1ng. This 

technique is more efficient than the previous technique s1nce it re- 

quires a transversal filter of length N as opposed to 2N; however, it 
is still inefficient because it requires 2N clock cyles (N cycles to 

load the filter and N cycles to compute the convolution) to produce N 

outputs. If it 1s necessary to overcome this inefficiency two of 

these filters can be placed in parallel so that one is loading wh1le 

the other is computing and vice versa. 

b) Slid1n convolution: The convolution required for comput1ng 

the slid1ng chirp 2-transform is much easier to implement using a 

transversal filter. This is because the data window over which the 

convolution is taken is continuously "sliding" 1n time. Th1s 

"slid1ng" eliminates the need for pre-loading the transversal with 

data before the convolution can be computed. Because no pre-loading 

1s required, a N po1nt sliding convolution can be computed using a 

transversal filter in N clock cycles. 

A technique which efficiently implements the sliding convolution 

uses a transversal filter of length N. The tap weights of this filter 

are one cycle of an up-chirp. If data is continuously fed into th1s 
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transversal filter the output will be 

jv(m k) 2 

bk ~ gme 
N 

m=k 
(2. 16) 

This is the equation for the sliding convolution as expressed in equa- 

tion 2. 14. This is the technique used in both systems presented in 

this report. 

c) Im lementin a transversal filter: The above techniques all 

use a transversal filter to implement a convolution in hardware. One 

item that was not presented, however, was how to implement a trans- 

versal filter. 

In order to implement a transversal filter in hardware, it is 

necessary to develop a delay line whose contents can be non- 

destructively sampled, multiplied by a constant, and then summed. This 

structure is presented in Figure 16. One technique for doing this 

employs a charge coupled device. Both systems presented in this 

report use this technique. 

A charge coupled device is effectively an analog shift register. 

Data is stored in the device in the form of small charge packets held 

in potential wells on the surface of a semiconductor. These charge 

packets are shifted through the device by moving the potential wells. 

The theory for such a device was presented by Boyle and Smith in 1970 

[12j. Experimental verification of the principles were presented by 

Amelio, Tompsett, and Smith [13]. 
A cross-sectional diagram of a charge coupled device is shown in 

Figure 19. The metal gates are used to form the potential wells where 

the charge pac'kets reside. Clocking these gates allows the wells to 
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be moved along the length of the device. When these wells are moved, 

charge flows to the gates to offset the charge contained within the 

well beneath them. If the amount of charge flow1ng to the gate 1s 

measured, the amount of charge under the gate can be non-destructively 

sampled. If the gates are now split as shown in Figure 20, the 

sampled values can be weighted then sumaed. A charge coupled device 

can thus be used to implement a transversal filter. A detailed d1s- 

cussion on charge coupled devices and how they can be used to imple- 

ment a transversal filter is presented in Appendix B. 

3) Post-multi lication: The final operation performed in com- 

puting the chirp Z-transform is post-multiplication. This operation 

corrects the phase of the convolved output to produce the true spec- 

tral estimates (Fk}. Both systems presented in this report compute- 

power-spectral-density. Because power-spectral-dens1ty 1s phase in- 

dependent, post-multiplication is not performed. In systems requiring 

phase 1nformation, post-multiplication operation, if needed, can be 

implemented using the same ci rcu1t used to perform the pre- 

multiplication operation. This circuit is shown in Figure 14. 

D. Conclus1on 

The chirp Z-transform is a very efficient technique for computing 

the discrete Fourier transform. Because of its simplic1ty, the trans- 

form can be easily implemented in hardware using a CCD transversal 

filter. One very important consideration when using the transform is 

windowing. When the chirp Z-transform is used for spectral analys1s, 

the window1ng function chosen determines the best case spectral reso- 

lution and dynamic range of the system. 
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CHAPTER III 

ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT DESI6N 

A. Introduction 

The current spectral analysis system [10] was devel oped for the 

real-time processing of radar scatterometer data [10]. The design was 

developed under NASA Johnson Spacecraft Center contract number NAS9- 

15311. Because of 1ts dedicated application the design has very 

little versatility, and because the design is the first of its kind, 

it has several drawbacks which merit 1ts redesign. 

This chapter presents a deta1led analysis of the original design 

and clearly identifies the drawbacks that are to be corrected. To do 

this the original design is divided into blocks and evaluated in a 

block-by-block fashion. D1scussion of the solut1on to the drawbacks 

1s presented in to the next chapter. 

B. Anal sis of the Current S stem 

A block diagram of the current spectral analys1s system is shown 

1n Figure 21. Th1s diagram shows that the system can be broken down 

into nine major blocks. Of these n1ne blocks, two pa1r of blocks are 

identical. These are the two s1gnal cond1tioners and the two 1nput 

sample-and-holds. These blocks are used to prepare the input signal 

for spectral analysis as well as convert the continuous input f(t) to 

the sampled sequency (fn} requ1red by the chirp Z-transform. Another 

block is the pre-multiplier. This block is used to perform the pre- 

multiplication operation discussed 1n Chapter II. Pre-multiplication 

is the first operation required in computing the chirp Z-transform. 
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The second operation required for computing the chirp 2-transform 1s 

convolut1on. The convolut1on operation is performed by the trans- 

versal filter and s1gnal extractor blocks. Because the spectral anal- 

ysis system computes power-spectral-density, the post-multiplication 

operation need not be performed. An explanation of why this is true 

was presented in Chapter II. The operation which is performed in 

place of post-multiplication is mean squaring. This operation com- 

putes power-spectral-density from the transveral filter. The ninth 

and final block is the synchronization/timing block. This block pro- 

vides the other blocks with the clock signals they require. A de- 

tailed analysis of each of these blocks follows. 

I) Si nal conditioner: The s1gnal conditioning block performs 

three important functions. These are: the elimination of the dc sig- 

nal component, the prevention of alias1ng, and the reduction of input 

noise. The means by which these functions are implemented however, 

produces some undesirable side effects. 

The presence of a large dc component in the input signal can 

cause saturation of the transversal filter. This saturation occurs 

when the instantaneous 1nput voltage rises above 2. 0 volts or falls 

below -2. 0 volts. To mainta1n maximum dynamic range, the input signal 

should make the best use of this voltage range as possible. 

To eliminate the dc component, the signal conditioner has a first 

order high pass filter whose pole is at 28 Hz. The filter does elim- 

1nate the dc signal component, but also alters the spectral character- 

istics of the input signal. 'Ihus, the output of the spectral analysis 

board will not be the true spectrum of the input s1gnal, especially at 

low frequencies. This is very undesirable. 
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If the bandwidth of the input signal is too large al1as1ng w111 

occur. Al1asing 1s described as follows. In a sample system, 1f the 

bandw1dth of the 1nput signal exceeds the sampling frequency, spectral 

components at frequencies greater than the sampling frequency become 

ambiguous with components just below the sampling frequency. This 

behavior 1s often described as a folding operat1on since frequencies 

that are higher than the sampling frequency appear to fold back on top 

of those that are lower. If al1asing occurs the output of the spec- 

tral analysis board will not be a true estimate of the spectrum of the 

incoming signal. The current spectral analysis board's sample rate 1s 

fixed at 9. 0 KHz and thus the bandwidth of the s1gnal must be less 

than 9. 0 KHz to prevent aliasing. The current signal conditioner 

contains a two pole maximally flat Butterworth low pass filter wh1ch 

is used to prevent aliasing. The filter has an upper band edge at 5. 9 

KHz which limits the bandwidth of the signal exiting the s1gnal con- 

ditioner to 11. 8 KHz (i. e. a band from -5. 9 KHz to 5. 9 KHz). This 

filter is not narrow enough to prevent aliasing and does not allow 

analysis of signals which have a suff1c1ently small bandwidth but do 

not have a band center at dc. The filter also d1storts the spectral 

character1stics of the signal being analyzed, espec1ally at high 

frequencies. A side advantage of this f1lter is that it reduces the 

noise-bandwidth product of the 1nput signal by reducing it's band- 

width. 

Another problem which can be caused by the signal conditioner 1s 

called channel ga1n m1smatch. This problem occurs when the gain 

through each of the two s1gnal condit1oners is not precisely matched. 
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To obtain the effect of this gain m1smatch upon the system perfor- 

mance, it is possible to perform the analysis mathematically using the 

equation for the slid1ng discrete Fourier transform, It is by means 

of th1s transform that the system performs 1ts spectral analys1s. The 

equation for the discrete Fourier transform for an arbitrary complex 

input fn is 

N-1 
F 

k n=0 

-2s 'nk 

f e 
n 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-l. (3. 1) 

If f„ is then broken fnto its real and imaginary parts, and a ga1n 

m1smatch of value e 1s allowed in the 1mag1nary channel, we obtain a 

new sequence 

g 
- Re(fn) + j(1+e)lm(fn) = (I+/)fn+(-$)fn*. (3. 2) 

To find how the spectrum of this sequence is different from the pre- 

vious spectrum Fk it is necessary to compute the discrete Fourier 

transform of the new sequence gn. Th1s is done as follows: 
-2vjnk 

N 1 
-2v'nk 

k ~ gne = ) [(lp)fn+( )fn*]e 
n 0 n=0 

-2v jnk ~2N-k 
N-1 ~ N-1 N 

= (Iy)[ ( fne ]+( 2)[ ( fne 
n=0 n=0 

F k F N-k* (3 ~ 3) 

From th1s development it can be seen that Gk cons1sts of two parts. 

The first part (1 + e/2)Fk, fs the desired (signal) part. The second 

part, (-e/2)FN k*, is the undesired (noise) part. From this a 

signal-to-noise ratio for noise caused by channel gain mismatch can be 



calculated to be 

e 

SNR = 
I 
I+-/ 

2 

(3. 4) 

If the desired signal-to-no1se ratio is known, then the allowable 

channel gain m1smatch can be computed. For the case of a 60dB s1gnal- 

to-noise ratio the allowable channel gain mismatch is 0. 2%. This is 

far more accurate than the 6% accuracy of the components in the cur- 

rent signal cond1tioner. 

2) In ut sam le-and-holds: The input sample and holds perform a 

rather simple but important function. They sample . the cont1nuous in- 

put signal f(t) to produce the sequence (fn) required for the com- 

putation of the chirp Z-transform. The sample-and-holds also hold the 

sampled value constant while supplying it to the pre-multiplier. This 

allows the pre-multiplier time to perform its function. 

33 ~Pe- elti lier: a detailed hlo k diag a of th p 

mul ti pl ier impl emented in the current spectral analysis system is 

shown in Figure 22. Df the fourteen adjustment potentfometers twelve 

are contained in the pre-multiplier. 

The ma1n function of the pre-multipl1er is to multiply the 

sampled input sequence by waveform linearly decreasing frequency 

(" down-chirp" ) . Because pre-multi pl i cati on involves complex quan- 

tities and because only real operations may be 1mplemented in hard- 

ware, the complex pre-multiplication must be broken up into real oper- 

ations as shown 1n Figure 23. In the current design the four real 

multipliers shown in F1gure 23b are implemented using multiplying 

digital-to-analog converters (MDACs). An MDAC multiplies an incoming 
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analog signal by a digital quantity and provides the product in analog 

form. The output signal is a current rather than a voltage and must 

be converted to a voltage using a current to voltage converter. 

One disadvantage of this technique is that when the "down- 

chi rp" is expressed in digital form, quantization noise is produced by 

the coefficient inaccuracies. Assuming uniform quantization and a 

uniform distribution of the signal voltage, the quantization noise 

produced by an M bit MDAC will result in a signal-to-noise ratio of 

SNR 101o 2 I 6M (3. 5) 

where SNR is in dB. For the MDACs used in the current design M=12 . 
Thus these converters will produce a signal-to-noise ratio of 72 dB. 

This is sufficient because other noise sources will be much larger. 

Another source of noise is the channel gain mismatch. This noise 

source was explained earlier in the discussion of the signal con- 

ditioners. In order to reduce this mismatch, variable gain amplifiers 

are included in front of the MDACs to allow matching of the channel 

gains. These amplifiers have adjustments to allow for the elimination 

of any dc offsets introduced by themselves or any previous element. 

Each of the four amplifiers possesses two adjustment potentiometers, 

for a total of eight adjustments. These adjustments must be reduced 

if not eliminated for the system to be practical. 

A final requirement for the pre multiplier is that its output 

must ride on a nominal 6V dc bias to meet the input requirements of 

the R5601 transversal filter. The dc bias level is provided by four 

adjustment potentiometers. These potentiometers also need to be 
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el1minated to produce a practical system. The above problems dictate 

the redesign of the pre-multiplier. 

4) Transversal filter: The transversal filter block of the spec- 

tral analys1s system performs the convolution required to compute the 

chirp 2-transform. This is done using the Reticon R5601 quad ch1rped 

transversal filter. The R5601 contains two 512 element charge coupled 

delay lines. Split electrode weighting is employed in the implemen- 

tation of the transversal filter. The means by which this is done is 

described 1n Appendix B. 

One major drawback of the R5601 is its lack of consistent docu- 

mentation. Documentation on the R5601 consists of three items. 

These are the R5601 preliminary data sheet and two Ret1con reports on 

spectral analys1s boards which employ the filter in their design. 

Neither of the Ret1con des1gns employ the R5601 in a manner which is 

consistent with the preliminary data sheet. The current spectral 

analysis system uses the same bias voltages, clock timing, and clock 

levels as the first of the two Reticon designs even though in some 

cases they are not consistent w1th the preliminary data sheet. This 

was done because the first Ret1con design 1s that of the RC5601 spec- 

tral estimat1on board. Th1s board is currently available from 

Reticon, and though it has some problems it has proven functional. 

The second design was never placed 1nto production and thus possesses 

some uncertainty as to its functionality. The problem with the use of 

a previous design to spec1fy bias voltages, clock timing and clock 

levels is that it is not known whether they produce opt1mal per- 

formance. 
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Another part of the transversal filter block is the clock 

drivers. These clock drivers convert the TTL level s1gnals from the 

synchronization/timing block to the levels needed by the R5601. The 

dr1vers used are National DS0026 NOS clock drivers. These drivers 

meet all the requirements of the R5601 except that they do not prov1de 

a low level output voltage which is less than 0. 4 volts. They provide 

a guaranteed low of only 1. 0 volt. This h1gher level w1ll produce an 

1ncrease in the charge transfer error with1n the R5601. 

5) Si nal extractor: The purpose of the signal extractor is to 

convert the outputs of the CCD transversal f1lter to a voltage. 

Figure 24 shows the block diagram for the signal extractor. This dia- 

gram shows that the signal extractor is composed of two major parts: 

the differential current integrator (DC I) and the dc stabilizer. 

Three sample-and-holds are included in the signal extractor to bring 

the real and imaginary outputs into time synchronization. 

a) Differential current inte rator: The output of the CCD trans- 

versal filter is in the form of charge transferred along the major- 

phase clock lines. The real output is extracted by measuring the dif- 

ference 1n charge flowing along the eq+ and 4q clock lines. The 

imaginary output is extracted by performing the same operation on the 

$3 clock lines. This task is accomplished by the differential current 

integrator. A schematic diagram of the differential current inte- 

grator used 1n the current spectral analysis system is shown in Figure 

25. Th1s circuit integrates the d1fferential current (0+-0 ) over 

the time when 4R 1s low (switches open). To achieve this result two 

timing conditions aust be met. First, 4 must be low when eR is 

high. This is so that capacitors C+, and C , are in1tially 
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discharged. Second, 4 must remain h1gh until the output is sampled. 

Both of these conditions are met by the clock tim1ng shown fn Figure 

25. The requirement that Vout be sampled as shown in F1gure 25 is 

ach1eved by the sample-and-holds shown in Figure 24 which immediately 

follow the differential current integrators. The th1rd sample-and- 

hold is included to bring the two voltage outputs into t1me synchron- 

ization. 

Another condition which nmst be met to insure the proper function 

of the differential current integrator is the matching of capacitors. 

The capac1tor pa1rs C+, , C ~; C+z, C z, and C+s, C s should 

be matched to at least 1% and preferably to 0. 1$. This matching 

achieves two objectives. The first 1s to insure . that 4+ and 

obtain the same clock waveforms. This is essential to the function of 

the split-gate weight1ng techn1que used in the CCD transversal filter. 

The second is to insure a high common mode rejection ratio. This is 

very important because the magnitude of Q+ and Q can be much much 

larger than their difference. The signal Vos shown in Figure 25 1s 

directly smnmed by the circuit 1nto Vout. Th1s input is used for 

the dc stabilization feedback loop shown in Figure 24. 

b) DC stabilizer: The purpose of the dc stab111zat1on loop is to 

eliminate the dc bias level within the output signal of the CCD trans- 

versal filter. This bias was introduced by the pre-multiplier to 

satisfy the input requirements of the CCD device. In order to el 1m- 

inate the bias level, however, it is necessary to develop a criterion 

which identifies its presence. The criterion used by the current de- 

sign relies on the assumption that the input s1gnal to the spectral 
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analysis system contains only spectral components which are asynch- 

ronous to the system clock rate to assure that the phase of the output 

spectrum will be random. This is generally true for all the spectral 

components except the dc component which always has constant phase. 

The dc was supposedly eliminated by the input signal conditioner and 

should therefore not be present in the output spectrum. Because of 

the random phase of the output spectrum and the absence of a dc spec- 

tral component, if all the complex spectral estimates are averaged 

together over several records, the result should be ideally zero. If 

a bias level is present the bias level will be the average. Using 

this technique, the dc stabilizer consists of a lossy integrator with 

a relatively long time constant and a negative gain. This is the 

technique used in the current design. 

Several problems exist with the dc stabilizer as it is currently 

implemented. The first problem is that the circuit contains a poten- 

tiometer which sets the initial dc feedback level. This initial feed- 

back level gives the stabilizer a starting point close to the level 

desired. The second problem with the current dc stabilization loop is 

that the time constant is nmch too short, is approximately one record 

in length. This means that the stabilizer makes its estimate on only 

a single record where the theory requires several. A third problem 

with the current dc stabilizer is that it allows the dc level which is 

fed back to the differential current integrator to change during the 

processing of a record. This tends to distort the spectrum and can 

produce generally more undesirable effects than does the bias level it 

is trying to eliminate. 
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6) 5 nchronization/tim1n: The purpose of the synchronization/ 

timing block is to provide clock s1gnals to the var1ous other blocks. 

The current system uses a 64 state dig1tal counter driven by a fixed 

576 KHz clock. The output of the counter is then used to address the 

contents of a read-only memory. The outputs of the memory are then 

used as control 11nes to provide the clock signals needed by the other 

system blocks. Two major problems exist with the current design of 

the synchronization/timing block. The first is that the clock rate is 

f1xed with no way of chang1ng it. This extremely limits the versa- 

tility of the system. The second is that the clock rate chosen pro- 

duces a rather inconvenient 17. 578 Hz spacing between spectral esti- 

mates. This unusual number makes computation of the center frequency 

of each spectral estimate rather difficult. 

7) ~Ms ueror: The eu so 1 g op t1o 1s see to co puts 

the complex magnitude of the spectral estimates. In the current de- 

sign the mean squar1ng operation is performed digitally. Th1s design 

consists of two analog-to-digital converters along with two combina- 

tional multipliers to perform the squar1ng operation. The advantage 

of this techn1que is that it is very accurate. The disadvantage is 

that it is very costly and consumes a large amount of power. Other 

means of performing this function would be worth invest1gating. 

C. C1rcuit La out and Construct1on 

One major problem in the physical layout and construction of the 

current circuit board wh1ch causes a significant lowering of the 

signal-to-noise ratio of the system is the fact that the board 

interconnection is done us1ng wire-wrap. The wire-wrap posts and 

wires serve very effectively as antennas to pick up noise from the 
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high frequency digital signals from the on-board logic as well as from 

other local boards. 
/ 

A second problem involves the routing of the low level analog 

signals over wires containing digital signals. This happens on 

several occasions. The input signal first enters the board from the 

top connector to proceed to the left edge of the board passing across 

the read-only memories containing the pre-chirp signals as well as 

across the multiplying digital-to-analog converters. After passing 

these chips the signal then crosses them again to enter the pre- 

multiplier, picking up more noise along the way. After pre- 

multiplication the signal proceeds to cross the clock drivers picking 

up one last dose of noise before entering the R5601. Upon exiting the 

R5601 the signal is in the form of very low level charge packets. 

Because of the low level the wire lengths should be very short between 

the R5601 and the signal extractor. This is not the case of the 

current design. 

A third problem with the construction of the current spectral 

analysis board has to do with the mean by which the components are 

mounted to the board. In most cases the problem is not major; 

however, in the case of certain capacitors which must be very 

accurately matched, the contact capacitance of the socket pins can 

produce an error as high as 3pF. For the capacitors in the signal 

extractor this can produce an error of from one to ten percent 

depending on the size of the capacitor. This is unacceptable since 

capacitors within the signal extractor should be matched to better 

than one percent. 



D. Conclusion 

Several drawbacks and problems exist with the current spectral 

analysis system. These def1ciencies are caused by problems both with 

the des1gn and with the means by wh1ch the design is 1mplemented. 

They limit the performance as well as versatility of the system. The 

next chapter proposes a refined des1gn to solve these problems. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION OF THE REVISED DESIGN 

A. Introduction 

The revised spectral analysis system proposed in this chapter is 

presented as a solution to the problems of the current des1gn. The 

system was designed to exhibit better performance characteristics as 

well as greater versatility than the current design. In several cases 

more than one solution is proposed. In these cases no clear-cut best 

solution to the problem exists, but rather the quality of the dif- 

ferent solut1ons depends on the specific application for wh1ch the 

system is to be used. In order to present the design in an organized 

manner a 'block diagram of the revised system is presented and the 

design is discussed in a block-by-block manner. 

B. Descri tion of the Revised S stem 

The block diagram of the rev1sed spectral analys1s system is 

shown in Figure 26. This block d1agram 1s very sim1lar to that of the 

current system shown in Figure 21. The diagrams are different, 

however, in that the revised system produces the spectral output in dB 

as well as magnitude. Also the s1gnal conditioner and sample-and-hold 

blocks of the current system have been combined to form the 1nput con- 

ditioner block of the revised system. 

The addition of an output in dB was made for two reasons. The 

first reason is that the dB output is capable of maintaining a much 

larger dynamic range than the magnitude output of the current system 

when the signal is assaulted by low level no1se. This noise is us- 

ually encountered when the output of the spectral analysis system is 
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connected to the device or system desiring its output. The second 

reason for the addition of an output in dB 1s that in many appl i- 

cations this is a much more desirable form for the output. Conversion 

to this form can be a very difficult task when done in software. 

The combination of the signal conditioner and sample-and-hold 

blocks into a single input conditioner block was done in order to 

allow more f'lexibility in the des1gn of th1s block. The use of 

switching techniques allows both of these functions to be performed 

together within a s1ngle block. 

I) In ut conditioner: The signal cond1ti oni ng block of the 

current system performs two major functions. These functions are 

elim1nation of the dc signal component and prevent1on of al1 as1ng. 

The input conditioner replaces the signal conditioner and sample-and- 

hold blocks of the current design. It performs both the dc elimina- 

tion and sample-and-hold functions of the two blocks it replaces, but 

does not contain an anti-aliasing filter. 

a) Anti -aliasi n filter: Three major reasons exist for not 

including an anti-aliasing filter in the current spectral analysis 

system. These reasons are: 

1. the filter reduces system versatility 

2. the filter increases channel gain mismatch 

3. the filter 1s very difficult to implement over a wide 

range of system clock rates. 

Because of these reasons an anti-aliasing filter was not included in 

the revised system. Thus 1t is the user's responsibility to assure 

that alfasing does not occur. This is done by limiting the bandwidth 



of the input signal to less than or equal to the system clock rate. 

The purpose of an ant1-al1asing filter is to restrict the band- 

width of the incom1ng signal so that alias1ng does not occur. A 

filter cannot, however, simply limit the bandwidth of a signal. It 

must instead restrict the frequency band within which the signal 

resides. In many cases requi r1ng spectral analysis this can be very 

restrictive. To allow maximum versatility the restriction of the 

bandwidth of the 1nput signal must be left to the system user. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, channel gain mismatch can 

significantly limit the s1gnal-to-no1se ratio of the spectral analysis 

system. Any filtering occuring in both input channels of the spectral 

analysis system must thus be very accurately matched to insure a good 

signal-to-noise ratio. This can be very difficult if not impossible 

to achieve over entire 1nput frequency range especially to a 0. 1$ 

tolerance needed for a 60 dB signal-to-noise ratio. 

Because the bandwidth to which the input signal is equal to the 

system clock rate, the bandwidth of the filter aust change as the 

frequency of the system clock changes. The only type of filter 

capable of perform1ng such a task is a switched capac1tor filter. 

Implementing such a f1lter to cover the full range of system clock 

rates from 2 KHz to 200 KHz would be a major task in and of itself. 

One reason for th1s 1s that the filter itself requ1res an anti- 

aliasing f1lter wh1ch aust be f1xed at 200 KHz. Because of these 

reasons an anti -al 1as1 ng filter was not 1 ncl uded in the revised 

system. 

b) Sam le-and-hold with dc filter: The 1nput conditioner of 

the revised spectral analysis system performs two major functions. 
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These functions are: the removal of the dc component from the 1nput 

s1gnal and the conversion of the 1nput s1gnal to a un1formly sampled 

sequence. 

The dc filtering and sample-and-hold operations are performed in 

a unique manner. In the current design these functions are performed 

in separate circuits. In the new design they are performed by a 

single c1rcuit. A detailed block diagram of the circuit is shown 1n 

Figure 27. This design has several advantages over the design of the 

current signal conditioner. 

The first of these advantages 1s that the new design does not 

degrade the spectral content of the input signal. In the current 

signal conditioner distort1on 1s introduced by high-pass and low-pass 

filter1ng. These f1lters were included to perform dc filtering and 

anti-aliasing. The revised design rema1ns direct-coupled during the 

process1ng of a record of spectral estimates and thus does not alter 

the spectral content of the signal. This is because the "set" signal 

shown in Figure 27 only occurs between records. 

The second advantage of the revised des1gn is that it allows less 

channel gain mismatch. This 1s because the gain through the dev1ce is 

only dependent on the gains of the two ampl1fiers. These ga1ns can be 

very accurately controlled in the two channels. This was not the case 

of the current design where the gain was dependent on capacitor values 

within the two filters. Capacitors are difficult to obtain at the 

required 0. 1% tolerance. 

The implementation of the circuit shown in Figure 27 was done 

us1ng a Si gneti cs SD5000 0-MOS FET quad analog switch array and four 

Harris HA5105 operational amplifiers. A schematic showing the circuit 
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implementation is shown in Figure 28. Two of the FET's in the switch 

array were used as switches wh1le the other two were used as drivers. 

These sw1tches were chosen primarily for the1r fast switching times 

and high breakdown voltages. The Harr1s operational amplifiers were 

chosen for their low input offset voltage and high slew rate. Two of 

the capac1tors within the circuit must be s1lver-m1ca because of the 

potentially high switch1ng rates. The six resistors noted should be 

of 0. 1% tolerance to reduce channel gain mismatch problems. The ci r- 

cuit is designed with a gain of 0. 2 so that a 20V peak-to-peak input 

s1gnal will produce the 4V peak-to-peak signal desired by the pre- 

multip11er. The circuit 1s also designed to el1minate input dc signal 

components of up to 100V in magnitude. The two logic s1gnal "sample/ 

hold" and "set" to TTL level signals. 

2) ~pe- uiti tier: The pu pose or the p e-muitipiier is to 

multiply the input signal by a complex down-chirp. This multipli- 

cation 1s the f1rst step requ1red for computing the chirp Z-transform. 

Unlike the current design, the pre-multi pl1er of the revised des1gn 

does not contain a biasing or gain/offset adjustment stage. The 

biasing has been removed from the pre-multiplier block and placed in 

the transversal f1lter block. Th1s was done because it 1s more easily 

and accurately done there than in the pre-multiplier. The ga1n/offset 

adjustment stage has been removed from the system because it is no 

longer needed. The elimination of these adjustments was accomplished 

by using precision components to match gain values and operat1onal 

amplifiers with very low input offset voltages. 

There is another difference between the pre-multiplier of the 

revised design and that of the current design. Th1s difference is 
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that the complex down-chirp 1s generated in the controller block. 

This is done for two reasons. First, it is done because the circuit 

which is used to produce the down-chirp also produces several signals 

required by the controller. The second reason is to reduce noise. 

This is based on the fact that the controller block will reside on a 

separate circuit board. This is done to try to separate the no1se 

producing digital circuitry from the highly noise susceptible analog 

circuitry. 

The schematic for the pre-multipl1er is shown in Figure 29. Four 

multiplying digital-to-analog converters are used to calculate the 

four cross terms of the complex nultiplication. These converters, 

Datel HA10BC's, can be clocked at speeds of over 700 KHz. They have 

less precision than the converters of the previous design, but this 

loss of precision produces no loss in performance. This is because 

the converters of the current design were more accurate than was 

necessary. The outputs of the multiply1ng digital-to-analog con- 

verters are in the form of current and must be converted to voltages. 

These voltage outputs are then combined to form the real and imag1nary 

pre-chirped sequences. These are the input signals required by the 

transversal filter block. To reduce channel ga1n mismatch the re- 

sistors 1n the pre-multiplier block must be matched to 0. 1% tolerance. 

3) Transversal filterin unit: The transversal filtering unit 

of the revised system is composed of two major sections. These sec- 

tions are the transversal filter, and 1ts clock drivers. The clock 

drivers have been included within the transversal f1lter block because 

of their close associat1on w1th the f1lter. 
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a) Transversal filter: The transversal filter used in the 

revised system is the Reticon R5601. The R5601 fs the same filter 

used in the current design. It is a 512 stage charge coupled device. 

The device uses split gate weighting to perform the transversal 

filtering. A more detailed description of how a charge coupled device 

can be used to implement a transversal filter is included in Appendix 

Two versions of the R5601 quad chirped transversal filter are 

currently available. These are the R5601-1 and the R5601-2. They 

differ in two respects. The first difference is in the window func- 

tion used. For the R5601-1 a rectangular window is used. This pro- 

duces the finest possible resolution, but the highest sidelobes and 

thus the lowest dynamic range. The R5601-2 uses a Hanning window. 

This lowers the sidelobe levels; however, it also decreases the 

system's spectral resolution. A more detailed description of windows 

and their effect on system performance is included in Appendix A. 

A second difference between the two versions of the R5601 has to do 

with form of the "up-chirp" contained within the device. In the 

R5601-1 the "up-chirp" is of the form 

-Jwn 2 

"up-chirp" e n=0, 1, 2, . . . 511 (4. 1) 

where n is the tap (or bin) number. In the R5601-2 the "up-chi rp" is 

changed in phase and is of the form 

- 'v(n-256 2 

"u p-c hi rp" = e n=0, 1, 2, . . . 511 (4. 2) 
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The effect of this phase change on the spectral analysis system is the 

re-ordering of the output spectral estimates. When the R5601-I is 

used in the system the first output is the dc estimate. When the 

R5601-2 is placed in the system this dc estimate will be the 257th 

output. If desired, this effect can be countered by altering the 

pre-chirp waveform with the same phase shift. This is easily done 

since the pre-chirp waveform is contained in a read-only memory. 

I) ~Biasin : As mentioned previously, the input signal of a 

CCD device aust always be positive. The signal output of the pre- 

multiplier ranges between +2 volts and -2 volts. To shift this signal 

to a positive level, a dc bias of at least 2 volts must be introduced. 

Usually the bias level is larger. The larger bias level reduces the 

amount of charge transfer loss within the CCD device. 

In the current spectral analysis system the required bias level 

was introduced in the pre-multiplier. This bias level was variable 

and could be adjusted using four potentiometers. In the revised 

system the bias level is introduced at the transversal filter. This 

bias level is fixed at six volts thus eliminating the need for the 

four adjustment potentiometers. The means by which the bias level is 

introduced is rather unique. Instead of raising the signal level 

above ground, the transversal filter is lowered below ground. The 

bias level required is in reference to the common pin of the CCD 

device. By placing this common pin at -5V an effective bias level of 

six volts is introduced. This technique also has the added advantage 

of reducing the voltages required for the clock levels. 
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ii) Clock and bias volta es level s: The R5601 requires 

several clock signals and bias voltages in order to operate properly. 

Of the 22 pins on the device one is a common pin, four are signal pins 

(two input and two output), four are bias input pins, and 13 are clock 

input pins . The required voltages for these pins are delineated in 

the R5601 data sheet. As noted in the previous chapter, many incon- 

sistencies exist in the documentation as to the exact levels required 

for the clock and bias voltages. The levels chosen for the revised 

design are shown in Table 1. These levels were chosen to meet the 

requirements of the R5601. They were also chosen to make efficient 

use of the + 5 volts and + 12 voltages supplied by the Intel MULTIBUS. 

No additional voltage is required by the revised system. This allows 

the system to function in any MULTIBUS chassis without modification. 

iii ) Clock waveforms: Thirteen clock signals are required 

by the R5601. The shape and timing of these waveforms are very impor- 

tant to the performance of the spectral analysis system. The timing 

of these waveforms will not be discussed here. Timing considerations 

will be presented later in the section on the synchronization/timing 

block. The constraints on the shape of the clock signal are discussed 

here. 

The R5601 data sheet places several contraints on the shape of 

the clock signals. The first constraint is on the low level clock 

voltage. This low level voltage east be no more than 0. 4V above the 

voltage on the common pin of the R5601. It must also be no lower than 

the common pin voltage. A second constraint is that the clock signals 

must not possess any overshoot or undershoot . This is especially 
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TABLE 1 R5601 Clock and Bias Levels 

R5601 pin 4 

12 

20 

22 

19 

17 

21 

Function 

Substrate potential 

Common 

Signal channel output gate 

Output supply voltage 

Corner bias voltage 

Major phase split-gate clock line 

Major phase split-gate clock line 

Major phase split-gate clock line 

Major phase split-gate clock line 

Minor phase clock line 

Minor phase clock line 

Symbol 

Sub 

Com 

'OG 

'OO 

'CB 

+ 

Voltage* 

-12 

+12 

+ 7 
one 

+ 7 driver 

+ 7 
one 

+ 7 driver 

16 

15 

Input sampling gate (real) 

Input sampling gate (imag. ) 

Input receiving gate (real) 

Input receiving gate (imag. ) 

Output Reset 

Reset Clock for e~ 

Reset Clock for i' s 

SGR 

SGI 

IRGR 

RGI 

RESET 

eRI 

eR3 

+ 7 

one 
+ 7 driver 

+ 4. 6 

+ 4. 6 one 

driver 
+ 7 

+I&* 

+12** 

* For clock signals this is the high voltage, low voltage + -5V ~ These clock signals have a low voltage of -12V 
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important for the four major phase split-electrode clock signals. A 

th1rd and final condition is placed on the rise and fall times of 

major and minor phase clocks. The rise time of the major phase clocks 

as well as both the rise and fall times of the m1nor phase clocks 

should be between 10 ns and 50 ns. The major phase clock fall time 

should be between 50 ns and 100 ns. 

b) Clock drivers: The clock drivers are a very important 

part of the transversal filtering unit. They convert the TTL level 

clock s1gnals from the synchronization/timing block to the s1gnal 

levels needed by the R5601. No currently marketed clock dr1vers were 

found that could meet all the requ1rements of the clock signals. To 

meet these requirements, custom clock drivers were designed using 

Si gnetics SD5000 D-MOS FET quad analog swith arrays. These sw1tches 

were used because of their extremely fast switching times. 

A schematic diagram of one of the clock drivers is shown in 

Figure 30. The clock driver is des1gned to switch between some posi- 

tive voltage V and a low voltage of -5 volts. The driver is an 

1nverting driver. The output is high (+V) when the input is low, and 

low (-5V) when the input is high. This was one criterion the previous 

driver did not meet. The output stage of the clock drivers is a 

push-pull stage. A push-pull stage was chosen so that very fast rise 

times can be achieved even when driving h1ghly capacitive loads. 

Actual rise t1mes are dependent on the load capacitance and h1gh-level 

output voltage. 

Not all of the R5601 clock signals require indi vidual clock 

drivers. Only six separate drivers are needed. The sets of clock 

signals which can be driven by a single clock driver are delineated in 
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Table 1. The drivers for the four major phase clock lines are actu- 

ally contained 1n the signal extractor. The two reset clocks are also 

dr1ven w1th clock dr1vers within the s1gnal extractor. The reset 

clock signals have a low level of -12V. 

4) Si nal extractor: lhe signal extractor is the most important 

block in the spectal analysis system. It is respons1ble for extrac- 

ting the convolved output from the R5601 and converting it to a vol- 

tage. A block d1agram of the signal extractor is shown in Figure 31. 

The s1gnal extractor is comprised of two channels. Two channels 

are necessary because the output of the R5601 is complex and thus con- 

sists of a real and imaginary component. The real component is 

extracted using the first channel from the 1 & clock lines . The 

imagi nary component is extracted us1ng the second channel from the 1 3 

clock lines. 

Each of these two channels is composed of three major subsec- 

tions. These are: the differential current integrator (DCI), the 

synchronization sample-and-holds, and the dc stabilizer. Each of 

these sub-sections perform a major part of the signal extraction 

process and w111 be considered separately. 

a) Differential current inte rator: The convolved output of 

the R5601 is in the form of charge transferred along its split elec- 

trode clock 11nes. The purpose of the differential current integrator 

is to convert this output to a voltage. A brief discussion on the 

charge outputs of the R5601 is presented in order to help understand 

how this output can be extracted. A more complete discussion is pre- 

sented in Appendix B. 
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The R5601 uses split gate weighting to perform its convolution. 

Because of th1s, the two major clock phases gq and is, must be sup- 

plied as two clock line pairs (iq+, iq } and (is+, is ). The 

1+ 11ne is one side of the split electrode and the 1 line is the 

other. To extract the convolved output of the R5601, the difference 

in charge transferred along the two clock lines must be measured. The 

differential current integrator performs this function. 

A schematic showing the d1fferential current integrator for the 

revised spectral analys1s system is presented in F1gure 32. This 

design is considerably different from the one used in the current 

system. The design change has achieved several advantages. lhe first 

advantage is the reduction of capacitors required. In the current 

design, six precision capac1tors were required. These capacitors had 

to be silver mica capac1tors because of the fast clock rates and had 

to be matched to 0. 1%. The new des1gn requires only two capacitors. 

These capac1tors must also be silver mica and matched to 0. 1%. The 

trade off that takes place is that the new des1gn requ1res three oper- 

ational amplifiers. The current design requires only one operat1onal 

ampl1fier. Another advantage of the new design 1s that the clock is 

d1rectly coupled to the split gate electrodes. The current des1gn 

does this coupl1ng through a pair of 680 pF capacitors. 'lh1s coupling 

can be seen in Figure 25. By direct coupling the split gate elec- 

trodes to the clock line they are more accurately held at the same 

potential. The looser capacit1ve coupling of the current design does 

not accurately achieve this objective. 
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b) S nchron1zation sam le-and-holds: Three sample-and-holds 

are conta1ned within the s1gnal extractor. These sample-and-holds are 

shown in Figure 31. The sample-and-holds perform two functions. The 

single sample-and-hold 1n the es channel and the first sample-and-hold 

in the iq channel perform the first function. This function is the 

sampling of the output of the differential current integrator. The 

reason for these sample-and-holds was presented 1n Chapter III. The 

output of the different1al current 1ntegrator must be sampled just 

before the fall of the clock line which drives 1ts split gate clock 

lines. This is achieved us1ng the oppos1ng reset lines as clocks for 

the sample-and-holds. The third sample-and-hold 1s required for 

synchronization. This is necessary because the extraction for the 

different channels occurs on different clock phases. The extra 

sample-and-hold 1n the 1~ channel brings these two outputs into t1me 

synchronization. 

The actual circuit for a sample-and-hold is rather s1mple. The 

schematic for this circuit is shown 1n Figure 33. The circuit con- 

sists of an 505000 analog switch, a silver m1ca capacitor, and an 

operational amplifier. The Harris HA5105 operational amplifier is 

used because of its fast slew rate and low input offset voltage. The 

capacitor used is silver mica because of the high switching rates. 

The clock signal for the analog sw1tch 1s supplied by a clock dr1ver 

within the signal extractor. 

c) Clock drivers: The signal extractor contains four clock 

drivers. These are for the iq, eq, ep&, and 1Rs clock lines. The 

and ys clock dr1vers are of the form shown in Figure 30. This is 

done because of the fast r1se and fall times desired. The 4R& and 
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)R3 dri vers are shown in Fi gure 34. These clock drivers are cons i d- 

erably simpler than the main phase drivers. They also have a di f- 

ferent low level output voltage. The drivers are designed to supply a 

+12Y clock signal from a TTL level input. Note that both types of 

drivers are inverting in nature. 

d) DC stabilizer: The final part of the signal extractor is 

the dc stabilizer. The purpose of the dc stabilizer is to remove the 

unwanted dc bias present in the extracted signal. This bias was 

introduced fn the transveral filtering unit to satisfy the input 

requirements of R5601. 

The most difficult task in designing the spectral analysis system 

is designing an effective dc stabilizer. The performance of this dc 

stabilizer more severely limits the dynamic range ratio of the spec- 

tral analysis system than any other circuit element in the system. 

The problem of designing a dc stabilizer to eliminate the bias 

present in the extracted signal is quite fundamental. In order to 

eliminate the bias level, some means of identifying its presence must 

be developed. To do this some sort of assumption must be made about 

the spectral characteristics of the signal being analyzed. Two such 

assumptions are spectral vacancy and random phase. 

The assumption of spectral vacancy is rather simple. It assumes 

that a specific spectral estimate has a value of zero. The detection 

of the output bias level is done by simply sampling the estimate. 

Because the estimate should be zero, its value will be that of the 

output bias level. 
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The problem w1th spectral vacancy is that it is not always an 

easy assumption to meet. One instance when the assumption of spectral 

vacancy 1s met is when the system contains a anti-aliasing filter. In 

such a case the spectral estimates outside of the pass-band of the 

filter should be zero. The existence of spectral leakage discussed in 

Chapter II tends, however, to limit this assumption. The revised 

system does not conta1n an anti-aliasing filter. For this reason the 

assumption of spectral vacancy is not used to detect the output bias 

level in the revised system. 

The assumption of random phase 1s a much less 11miting assump- 

tion. It is, however, more difficult to use in detecting the output 

bias level. Random phase is the assumption used in both the current 

and revised system to detect the output bias level. 

The assumption of random phase states that the phase of any 

specific spectral estimate is random from record to record. This as- 

sumption is valid for a signal if it meets two criteria. F1rst, 1t 

must contain no dc component. Th1s is because a dc quantity is always 

constant in phase. Secondly, the signal must contain no component 

which is synchronous to the system clock rate. Such a component would 

also be constant in phase from record to record. 

The revised system allows the user to select between two dif- 

ferent techniques for eliminating the output bias. The first tech- 

n1que is analog. A circuit employing this technique is designed into 

the system. It can be enabled or disabled under software control. 

The second technique is a digital processing technique and is such 

more accurate than the analog technique. It, however, requires a sig- 

n1f1cant amount of processing by the microprocessor. For this reason, 
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the dig1tal method is not easly done at fast system clock rates. 

i) An anglo dc stabilizer: DC stabil1zation can be performed in 

an analog fashion. This is done by integrating the output spectral 

est1mates over time. The random phase of each output spectral esti- 

mate will cause the output to be the accumulated dc bias level. This 

level must then be divided by the number of estimates integrated to 

produce the actual dc bias level. 

A schematic show1ng the analog dc stabilizer used in the revised 

system is shown in Figure 35. The stabilizer uses switched capacitor 

techniques to perform the integration. This is done because of the 

sampled nature of spectral outputs. The 1ntegrator is designed to 

integrate continuously with a gain of I/512. The fntegrator output is 

not, however, transferred to the output of the stabilizer until the 

end of the record. This is done so that the dc level feedback does 

not change in mid-record and thus distort the output spectrum. Also 

note the diode lim1ters on the input of the stabli zer. These are pro- 

vided to prevent abrupt changes in the dc stabilizer output level. 

ii) A di ital method for dc stabilization: Another method for dc 

stabilization can be performed by the microprocessor. For th1s tech- 

n1que, the analog dc stabil1zer must be disabled. This can be done 

under software control. By disabl1ng the analog dc stabilizer, the 

bias level is passed w1th the signal to the magnitude computer. The 

output spectral estimates will thus be composed of the true estimates 

and a dc bias level. This can be written as, 

Fk' Fk + (ROS + j IOS ) 

where ROS and IOS are the real and imaginary bias levels. The mag- 
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nitude of this signal computed by the magnitude computer will be 

(Fk 
( 

- (Fk( + 2ROS[Re(Fk)] + 2IOS[lm(Fk)] + ROS + IOS . (4. 4) 

If this value is averaged over a large number of records N then 

the result will be 

I 

' 
I 

= 
N 

r IFkI ' ~ r R« Fk) ' — P r "( 
n I n~l n=l n=l 

+ ROS + IOS (4 6) 

Because of the assumption of random phase the above equation becomes 

ROS + IOS' 
n=l n*l 

(4. 6) 

Also, because of random phase, if the values of Fk' are summed from 

record-to-record the values of ROS and IOS can be found. 

N 

IOS = ~ $ Re[Fk'] 
n=l 

N 

ROS ~ ~ ( Im[Fk'] 
n=1 

(4 I) 

(4. 8) 

Thus the true spectral estimates can be computed from the output 

spectral estimates by the equation 

II & I'k I IT PFk ' (g ) Re(Fk 
' 

) j - 
$ ) Im(Fk 'j) (4. 9) 

n=l n=l n 1 n=l 

where Fk' is the output spectrum containing the unwanted bias levels. 

The size of N can be determined by performing the sums in equations 

4. 7 and 4. 8 until they produce a constant over all k. 

5) Na nitude corn uter: The purpose of the magnitude computer is 

to calculate the complex magnitude of output spectral estimates. The 
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current system did this digitally. This required a large amount of 

control which burdened the synchronization/timing unit. The revised 

magnitude computer is an analog circuit which requires no control 

signals. The revised magnitude computer also provides both a linear 

and logarithmic output. This allows the user to work with the output 

in either V or dB. A schematic of the magnitude computer for the 

revised system is shown in Figure 36. 

6) Controller: The controller is responsible for providing 

synchronization and timing to all the other system blocks. The con- 

troller also provides the digital down-chirp required by the pre- 

multiplier. All outputs of the controller are TTL level signals. 

Level translation of these signals is provided, where necessary, 

within the blocks to which the signal is supplied. 

In the current system the controller provides for more than just 

synchronization and timing. A large part of the function of the cur- 

rent controller provides for processing of the output spectral esti- 

mates. These estimates are converted from analog to digital, squared, 

and summed to produce the power spectrum. The power spectral esti- 

mates are then accumulated record-by-record into a small on-board 

memory. Upon completion, the contents of the memory are then trans- 

ferred to the system memory. 

The revised system controller is much simpler than the controller 

of the current system, mainly because the output spectral estimates 

are neither converted to digital form nor processed and stored. The 

analog-to-digital conversion of the output spectral estimates and the 

processing and storage of the estimates account for most of the 
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complex1ty of the current system controller. The analog-to-digital 

convers1on can be performed w1th a commercially available A-to-D 

board. The processing and storage can be performed by the m1cro- 

processor. For th1s reason the analog-to-digital convers1on, pro- 

cessing, and storage of the output spectral est1mates is not included 

in the revised system. 

A block diagram for the controller is shown in Figure 37. The 

controller resides on separate card from the other circuitry. Th1s 

card is made by MDB and prov1des the MULTIBUS interface logic shown 1n 

the diagram. The MULTIBUS is a very versatile bus structure and sup- 

ports a large number of products. A disadvantage of the bus is that 

1nterface design can be difficult. For this reason the MDB board was 

chosen to supply the interface logic. Another advantage of using a 

separate board for the controller is that 1t separates the digital and 

analog circuitry, thus reducing noise. Clock and control signals gen- 

erated by the controller board are transferred to the analog board 

through the 60 pin auxiliary connector. Use of this connector reduces 

the amount of cabling between the boards. 

Besides the MULTIBUS interface log1c, the controller consists of 

six other blocks. These blocks are shown 1n F1gure 37. They are: 

the control latch, the sample rate latch, the clock rate divider, the 

multi-phase clock generator, the ch1rp generator, and the control 

logic. 

a) Control and sam le rate latches: The purpose of the control 

and sample rate latches are to hold the control and sample rate infor- 

mation wh1ch is transferred to the controller board. Each of the two 

latches are 1dent1cal. A schematic showing the circuitry for these 
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latches is shown in Figure 38. 

b) Clock rate d1vider: The clock rate divider supplies the clock 

signal for the multi-phase clock generator. Th1s clock rate is 

fifteen times the system clock rate. The rate is selected by the data 

held in the sample rate latch. The clock rate supplied to the rmlti- 

phase clock generator is 46080N Hz where N 1s the value of the number 

held 1n the sample rate latch. Because the amlti-phase clock gener- 

ator has 18 states the resulting system clock rate will be 2560N Hz. 

This will produce a 5N Hz spacing between spectral estimates. 

The circuit used to implement the clock rate divider is shown in 

Figure 39. It consists of two parts. The f1rst part is a seven bit 

binary to BCD converter. The second part is a BCD clock rate divider. 

A flip flop is included at the output of the d1v1der to guarantee a 

fifty percent duty cycle. 

c) Nult1- hase clock enerator: The purpose of the multi-phase 

clock generator is to produce the various clock waveforms required by 

the spectral analysis system. Th1s is done using a counter which 

counts from zero to seventeen, a sixteen bit wide read-only memory, 

and a sixteen bit w1de data latch. lhe schemat1c for the clock gener- 

ator is shown in Figure 40. Four Schmidt trigger inverters are used 

in the c1rcuit to delay the edge of the 4I and 43 clock lines. 

This is done to improve the charge transfer efficiency by separating 

slightly the edges of 4I and 43 from the edges of 42 and 

The waveforms of the various clock signals generated by the circuit 

are stored 1n the read-only memory. This allows for a simpler and 

more versatile clock generator circuit. Clock waveforms are shown 
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in Figure 41. Notice the delayed edges of 41 and 43. 

generate the digital down-chirp required by the pre-multiplier. The 

means by which this is done is very similar to that of the multi-phase 

clock generator. The circuit consists of an eight bit binary counter 

and twenty-four bit wide read-only memory. The data latch present in 

the clock generator circuit is not required in the chirp generator. 

This is due to the significantly slower clock rate. Because the 

down-chirp is complex, both its real and imaginary part must be gener- 

ated. Both are ten bit quantities. Two of the remaining four bits 

are used for control signals which supply inter-record timing to the 

control logic. A schematic of the chirp generator is shown in Figure 

42. 

) ~to tro1 1o tc: The pu pot of the co tro1 1og1c tc to produce 

the various control signals needed by the system. These control sig- 

nals are distinguished from the clock signals in a rather simple way. 

Clock signals are always periodic with the system sample rate, control 

signals are not. lhe control logic block generates five control sig- 

nals. These are: input set, 41 set, 43 set, record start, and 

DCS enable. All of these except DCS enable are periodic with period 

512 Ts where Ts is the time between samples. DCS enable is used 

to enable or disable the dc stabilizer within the signal extractor. 

Its level is under sof'tware control through the control latch. The 

record start signal is used to signify to the user the start of a new 

output record. The other three control signals are used to set new dc 

stabilizer and dc input levels needed for the new record. Figure 43 

shows the circuitry for the control logic block. 
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C. Circuit La out and Construction: Several cons1derat1ons aust be 

observed when laying out and constructing the revised system. These 

considerations aid in reducing system noise and increasing system 

performance. 

The rev1sed spectral analysis system 1s composed of two circu1t 

boards. The f1rst circuit board 1s the analog board. This board con 

tains all of the system's analog circuitry as well as a small amount 

of digital circuitry. The second board, the synchronization/timing 

board contains the c1rcuitry resident within the synchronization/ 

timing system block just previously discussed. This block contains a 

majority of the digital circuitry required for the system. 

Intel NULTIBUS prototyping board. The board is well suited for cir- 

cuit construct1on. The board's hole spacings and supply bussing arch- 

itecture allow easy construction using wire-wrap interconnection. The 

board possesses three card edge connectors, two 1n the rear and one in 

the front. One of the rear connectors is dedicated for connection to 

the NULTIBUS, the other 1s used to relay signals between the analog 

and synchronization/timing boards. The front connector is used for 

connect1on of the analog input s1gnals to the system. 

To reduce noise and increase performance, several precautions 

must be observed when constructing the analog board. The first pre- 

caution is de-coupling. To reduce noise coupled to system components 

through their supplies, all analog devices must be de-coupled. This 

de-coupling was not shown in the schematics presented in this chapter 

to prevent from cluttering the figures. Another precaution which 
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should be observed is to lim1t wire lengths. Wires which couple clock 

drivers to the devices they drive must be low 1n inductance to prevent 

trans1ents. If driver wires must be long, several wires should be 

used fn parallel to keep the inductance low. In the case of s1gnal 

wires, if the wire aust be longer than three to four inches, use a 

twisted pair to reduce noise coupling by mutual inductance. Wires 

connecting the output of the R5601 to the signal extractors should be 

kept to less than two inches. These wires should also be well iso- 

lated from the CCD clock lines. These wires carry very low level 

charge and are extremely suceptible to noise. AIso, all capacitors 

within the signal extractor circuits should be soldered in place to 

prevent contact capacitance induced inaccuracies. Strict adherence to 

these various precautions should prove to provide better system 

performance. 

2) The s nchronization/t1min board: The synchronization/timing 

board 1s constructed on a circuit board produced by MDB Systems Inc. 

This board provides the 1nterface circuitry necessary to interface to 

the Intel MULTIBUS. Interconnection of the two system boards is 

achieved by the aux1llary connector on the back of each board. This 

eliminates the cumbersome cabling used between the boards of the 

current system. 

D. Conclusion 

The revised spectral analysis system has been presented in this 

chapter as a solution to the problems of the current design. This 

revised system is much more versatile than the current system. Many 
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system attributes may be altered under software control. The revised 

system requires no alignment adjustments. This is a major feature of 

the revised system which increases its utility. The system also 

requires no additional supply voltages. The only voltage levels that 

are required are those supplied by the MULTIBUS. Considering all of 

these advantages, the revised system presented here is a major im- 

provement over the current design. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This report has presented the design for a versatile real-time 

spectral analysis system which is easily interfaced to a micropro- 

cessor. This design was developed for use in a wide variety of appli- 

cations. The system design is based on a breadboard developed by the 

Remote Sensing Center at Texas A&M University for radar scatterometer 

data processing. This design was analyzed to identify its strengths, 

weaknesses and limitations. The results of this analysis was pre- 

sented in Chapter III. Both systems perform their spectral analysis 

by using a CCD (charge coupled device) transversal filter to compute 

the Chirp Z-transform. Because the technique is relatively new, an 

examination of the transform was presented in Chapter II, additional 

details are also presented in two of the appendicies which follow. 

The new system design was presented in Chapter IV. 

Since the beginning of this project, many advances in digital 

technology have occurred. These advances have allowed digital compu- 

tation of discrete Fourier transform to compete with, and in some 

cases surpass, the speed and low power consumption obtainable using a 

CCD transversal filter based design. In extremely low power applica- 

tions, all-on-one-chip designs based around a CCD transversal filter 

still have their place. One such design made by TI can compute a 512 

point discrete Fourier transform at a l. 5 MHz sampling rate, main- 

taining a 63 dB signal-to-noise ratio and consuming less than 500mN. 
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[14] These performance levels can be achieved only when the ent1re 

design is placed on a single silicon ch1p. Such a design is beyond 

the scope of this report. 

The spectral analysis system presented 1n Chapter IV represents 

the best design that could be achieved us1ng a component level CCD 

transversal filter to implement the Chirp 2-transform. The system 1s 

extremely versatile and contains no alignment potentiometers. 

Sampl1ng rates are selectable from 2. 56 to 256 KHz w1th an expected 

s1gnal-to-noise rat1o of 40 dB. The power consumption is estimated at 

about 20 watts and is supplied totally from the standard voltages 

available on the Multibus backplane. 

The performance limitations of a similar system using digital 

computation are set by the characteristics of 1ts two major com- 

ponents. These components are the 1nput analog-to-d1gital converter 

(ADC) and the FFT processor. 

The input ADC of a digital spectral analysis system is the 

limit1ng component wh1ch determines both the maximum sampling rate and 

the signal-to-noise ratio of the system. The advent of the "flash" 

converter have reduced ADC conversion times by more than an order of 

magnitude. One such converter is the TRW TDC 1010. This converter is 

a 9 bft "flash" ADC and has a maximum conversion time of 50 nano- 

seconds. The 50 nanosecond conversion time allows sampling at rates 

up to 20 MHz. The 9 bit wide sample word limits the signal-to-noise 

ratio to about 54 dB. Both of these values exceed the anticipated 

values discussed above for a component level CCD based spectral 

analysis system. 



If a better signal-to-noise ratio is desired, a wider converter 

can be used. This, however, will reduce the maximum sampling rate 

since wider converters are by necessity slower. Higher sampling rates 

can s1milarly be obtained 1f a lower signal-to-noise ratio 1s accep- 

table. Advances 1n ADC technology have allowed digital spectral anal- 

ysis systems to exceed the maximum sampl1ng rate and s1gnal-to-noise 

levels achievable in CCO based analog systems. 

The FFT processor of a digital spectral analys1s system sets the 

maximum transform length and record processing speed of the system. 

The FFT ( Fast Fourier Transform) is the most common algorithm used to 

compute the discrete Fourier transform because of its high speed when 

1mplemented on a numerical mach1ne such as a computer. On large 

machines the FFT is usually computed using an array processor. Array 

processors allow parallel computations to be performed on long data 

arrays and thus can compute long FFT's with relat1ve ease. Recently 

array processors have become available (and affordable) for smaller 

computers. One such processor is the FFT-523 by Ariel Corporation. 

It can compute a 1024 point FFT in only 9. 2 milliseconds, and has a 

word width of 16 bits. If dual buffering is used, allow1ng sampling 

into one buffer to be performed while the other buffer is being pro- 

cessed, a cont1nuous sampling rate of 100 KHz could be ma1nta1ned 

without missing a s1ngle data point. This will allow spectral anal- 

ysis to be done "on-the-fly" at 100 KHz as is done using the sliding 

chirp Z-transform, but without the undesirable vary1ng phase of the 

sliding Chirp Z-transform's bandpass characteristics. Ihe 16 b1t word 

allows nearly 100 dB of dynamic range (and thus 5/N) if a 16 bit wide 



ADC is used. By using CMDS technology power comsumption was held to 

10 watts which is better than the 20 watt total power consumption of 

the CCD component level system. The development of such FFT pro- 

cessors have allowed microcomputer based systems to compute an FFT in 

less than one percent of the time previously required using software 

based implementations of the FFT. This has allowed digital spectral 

analysis systems to compete at speeds previously only attainable by 

analog systems. 

It is the conclusion of this report that while CCD based spectral 

analysis systems do have their place, a digital FFT based system would 

better fit the needs and applications of real-time spectral analysis. 

This conclusion is mostly based on the low signal-to-noise ratio and 

high cost of a component level CCD based system as compared to a dig- 

ital system. It is recommended that further research and design ef- 

forts be placed in this direction. 
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APPENDIX A 

MI NDOMIN6 

The purpose of this appendix is to analyze the effects of 

windowing on the chirp 1-transform. This will be done in two parts. 

In the first part, the general spectral characteristics of the win- 

dowed chirp Z-transform will be analyzed. This analysis will identify 

the relationship between the chirp 1-transform spectral estimates and 

the true spectrum of the input signal. It will also identify the 

effects of a window function on this relationship. In the second 

part, the characteristics of several different windowing functions 

will be analyzed. Each of these functions will be analyzed to deter- 

mine how they effect the capability of the windowed chirp 1-transform 

to perform spectral analysis. 

S ectral Characteristics of the Windowed Chir Z-Transform 

Many times in the main body of this report the chirp Z-transform 

has been heralded as an effective means of estimating the spectrum of 

an input signal. It is now important to analyze the characteristics 

of this estimation. To do this, the chirp 1-transform is first 

related to the discrete Fourier transform to simplify further 

analysis. Next, the bandpass characteristic of the transform is 

derived, thus relating the chirp Z-transform estimates to the true 

spectrum of the input signal. 

Relationshi Between the Chir Z-Transform and Discrete 

Fourier Transform: The chirp Z-transform and the discrete Fourier 

transform are mathematically identical transforms. The difference 

between the two transforms is only the way terms are organized in the 

expressions. This re-organization of terms allows for the chirp Z- 
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transform to be more easily implemented in hardware, but it also makes 

the transform much more cumbersome to analyze. The discrete Fourier 

transform is amch easier to analyze because of its simpler mathe- 

matical expression. The following proof demonstrates that the two 

transforms are identical. Because of this identicality, further anal- 

ysis can be performed on the discrete Fourier transform and the con- 

clusions will directly apply to the chirp Z-transform. 

There are two forms of the chirp Z-transform and the discrete- 

Fourier transform. These forms are the stationary and sliding trans- 

forms. Because these are seperate forms of each transform the proof 

of identicality will be performed separately for each form. 

Stationar transform: The stationary form of the win- 

dowed chirp Z-transform is defined by the following equation. 

xk 2 

n 0 

xnZ w(n-k) (-) 
[ fnwne 0 J e~ 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-1 (A. I) . 
In this expression, [fn) is the sampled input sequence, [wn ) is 

the window sequence (sampled window function), and [Fk) represents 

the output sequence (Fourier coefficients). This expression can be 

converted to the expression for the discrete Fourier transform through 

a series of mathematical manipulations. First, the three exponentials 

are grouped together inside the summation to form the expression 

N- I xk 
2 

Fk =$ fnwn [e-J N 

n=0 

xn ~xn-k 2 2 

e-i N ei 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . . . N-I (A. 2) 
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Because the exponentials are of like base, the exponents can be added 
to produce 

N-1 

n=0 

(k +n -(n-k) ) 
fnwn [e j " ] 

k 0, 1, 2, . . . . . N-1 (A. 3). 

Expanding the term (n-k) and cancelling out opposing terms produces 

2xnk 

Fk = ( fnwne-j 
n=0 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . . . N-1 (A. 4). 

This is the expression for the stationary discrete Fourier transform 

which is thus, by this proof, mathematically identical to the 

stationary chirp Z-transform. 

Slidin transform: The sliding form of the windowed 

chirp Z-transform is defined by the following equation. 

xk kqN 1 xn 2 2 x(n-k) 2 

Fk = e j~ 
k [fne j N 

~ [wn-ke j ~ ] 
n=k 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . . . . N-1 (A. 5) 

Terms in this expression are just as they were for the stationary 

transform. Just as before, the exponential terms are grouped within 

the summation to form the expression 



k+N-1 vk vn v(n-k) 2 2 2 

Fk = ) fn "n-k [e 
n=0 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . . . N-1 (A. 6). 
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The (n-k) term is expanded and the exponents, since they are of like 

base, are added to produce the equation 

k+N Z 
2xnk 

l fnwne ~ 

N=k 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . . . N-1 (A. 7). 

This is the expression for the sliding discrete Fourier transform 

which is thus, by this proof, mathematically identical to the sliding 

chirp Z-transform. 

The band ass characteristics of the chir Z-transform: When 

the chirp Z-transform is used for spectral analysis, the input 

sequence (fn} is generated by uniformity sampling the signal under 

analysis f(t). The output of the transform {Fk} will then be 

estimates of the true spectrum F(m) of f(t). 
One way to analyze the characteristics of this estimation is by 

considering each Fk to be the output of a filter bank whose input is 

f(t) . Figure A-1 shows a diagram of this conceptualization and 

illustrates how each of the filters will have a transfer function 

Bpk(m) which represents the bandpass characteritics of the filter. 

This function will be shifted in frequency for each sequential 

estimate and its shape will depend on the weighting sequence (wn} 

can be accomplished in two steps. The first step is to derive an 
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equation for the uniformly sampled sequence }fn } and relate it to 

the true input spectrum F(m). Next, this sequence is substituted into 

the sliding and stationary forms of the discrete Fourier transform. 

Recall that this transform is mathematiclly identical to the chirp 

Z-transform. 

Relatin f to F(m): The sequence (fn} is 

generated by uniformly sampling f(t). If this sampling rate is 

ws/2x, then (fn} can be defined by 

fn = f(2xn/ws) n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . N-I. (A. B) 

The input signal f(t) can now be related to its spectrum F(m) by the 

inverse continuous-time Fourier transform 

I 
f(t) ~ f F(w) e&wtdo&. 

2% 
(A. g) 

By placing this expression for f(t) into equation A. B the sequence 

}"n} can be expressed in terms of the input signal spectrum F(m). 

I 
fn 

— — j F(m) eJSntd„ 
2n 

(A. IO) 

Derivin BP (w) for the stationar transform: The 

derivation first starts with equation A. 4. This is the mathematical 

expression of the stationary discrete Fourier transform and is 

mathematically identical to the stationary chirp Z-transform by 

previous proof. If the expression for fn shown in A. 10 is placed 
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into the equation, the following results 

N-1 I 2vnk 
Fk = ) [Yv j F(w) e3M"tdo&]woe & II 

n=0 Cl 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-1. (A. 11) 

To simpli fy this equation, all terms except I/2v are brought inside 

the integral and the exponentials are combined 

1 N1 . 2k) 
Fk='Zv j () [ ( we "" — ]dw 

n=0 
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-1. (A. 12) 

The term which describes the bandpass characteristics of the 

stationary transform can be extracted from this equation. It is, 

N-I 2+k 
BPk(w) = ) wne&nT(w - ) 

n=0 
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-1. (A. 13) 

Note that the value of k only shi fts the center frequency of the 

filter and does not alter its phase or magnitude. Because of this, 

the characteristics of all the output spectral estimates for the 

stationary transform are identical in shape but shifted in frequency. 

Derivin BP w) for the slidin transform: The 

derivation starts with equation A. 7. lhis equation is the definition 

of the siding discrete Fourier transform. It is mathematically 

identical to the expression for the sliding chirp 2-transform by 

previous proof. If the expression for fn shown in A. 10 is 
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substituted into equation A. 7, the following results 

k+N-1 1 2xnk 

Fk ] [Px I F(w) e&"ntdw]wn-ke & )I 

n=k Cl 

k ~ 0, 1, 2, . . . N-1. (A. 14) 

This equation can be simplified by bringing all terms except I/2x 

inside the integral and combining the exponentials. 

I ~ k+N-1 (w 2xk) 

Fk = Yx J F(w) [ ) wne jnT ~ ] dw 

n-k 
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-1 (A. 15) 

Further simplification occurs when the summation is re-organized to 

start at zero. 

I („2xk) 
Fk = 7" j F(w) [ ], wne ~(n+k)T ~ ] d 

n=0 
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-l (A. 16) 

The term which describes the bandpass characteristics of the sliding 

transform can be extracted from this equation. It is, 

N-1 2xk 2mk 

Bpk(w) [ ] wne&nT("-~N) ] e&kT("-NT ) 
n=0 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-1 (A. 17) 

Note that for the sliding transform the value of k not only shifts the 

center frequency of the filter but also affects the phase of its 
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bandpass characteristics. In most applications this phase variation 

produces no significant effects. 

S ectral Characteristics of Different Windowin Functions 

Now that the general equations for the spectral characteristics 

of the chirp Z-transform have been developed, it is important to util- 

ize these equations to examine the characteristics of several specific 

windowing functions. A large number of different windowing functions 

exist, too large to do a complete of windows in this report. For this 

reason, three specific window functions have been chosen for analysis. 

These window functions are: the rectangular window, the Hanning 

window, and the Dolph-Chebyschev window. The spectral characteristics 

of both the stationary and sliding transform is analyzed for each 

windowing function. 

Rectan ular window: The rectangular window is the simplest 

of all the windowing functions. This window is defined as being unity 

for all values, that is, 

wn I n - 0, 1, 2, . . . . N-I. (A. 18). 

When this window function is placed into the windowed chirp Z- 

transform the result is what is commonly called the unwindowed chirp 

Z-transform. 

Stationar transform: The spectral characteristics of 

the stationary transform using the rectangular windowing function can 

be computed by substituting the equation of the windowing function 

(equati on A. 18) into the equation for the stationary chi rp-Z transform 
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(equation A. 13). lhis substitution produces the equation 

N-1 2mk 

Bpk(m) = ) e&nT(m-NT ) 
n=0 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-1. (A. 19) 

This equation represents an arithmetic progresson and can thus be 

computed using the arithmetic progression formula. The arithmetic 

progression formula is 

N-1 

~ an 
n=0 

an - 1 

a-1 (A. 20) 

If the base a is defined as a complex exponential then the arithmetic 

progression fornmla (A. 20) becomes 

oN 
N-1 ejaN 1 sin(2 ), a(N-I) 

ejun = . ~ e~ 
n 0 e&& — 1 sin p) 

(A. 21) 

Substituting this result into equation A. 19 yields 

NT 2xk 

sin[ 2 (m- NT)] (N 1)7 ~2 
Bpk(e) =[ ) e&[ ~ ) 

T 2mk 
sin['2 (m NT )] 

(A. 22) 
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This equation clearly identifies the magnitude and phase of the sta- 

tionary chirp 2-transform using the rectangular windowing function. A 

plot of the magnitude function is presented in Figure A-2. 

Slidin transform: The spectral characteristics of the 

sliding transform using the rectangular windowing function can be com- 

puted in a manner similiar to the above process. Substituting the 

equation for the rectangular window (A. 18) into the equation for the 

bandpass characteristics of the sliding transform (A. 17) yields 

2vk 2vk 

gPk(w) = [ j eJnT("~ ) ] eJkt(m- lP) 
n=0 

k = 012, . . . N1 (A. 23) 

This equation can be simplified using the modified arithmetic pro- 

gression formula shown in equation A. 21. 

NT 2vk 

sin[ 2 (w- NT)] ~N-1 2' 
BP(m) — { ] eJ[(k+2) T (w- NT) ] 

T 2vk 
sin[7 (" ~) ] 

(A. 24) 

Since the magnitude of the bandpass characteristics, is identical for 

the stationary and sliding transforms, Figure A-1 also represents a 

plot of the magnitude of the bandpass characteristics of the sliding 

chirp 1-transform using the rectangular window. 

Comments: Figure A-2 illustrates that the rectangular 

window produces very high peaks outside the central lobe. These peaks 
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are called side lobes. Side lobes are the cause of the "frequency 

leakage" effect discussed in Chapter II of this report. Because the 

nulls of the plot occur at mulitiples of the sampling rate, "frequency 

leakage" does not occur if the input signal is synchronous to the 

sample clock. Another characteristic of the rectangular window is its 

extremely narrow main lobe. The rectangular window produces the nar- 

rowest possible main lobe of all windowing functions. 

~Na S wdndow: The thnndno wdndow Ss n ooswonly s d 

windowing function. The form of the Hanning window is one cycle of a 

squared sine wave and can thus be described by the equation 

w sin ( IT ) n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . N-I. (A. 25) 

by smooth'Iy attenuating the input sequence, {fn) to zero at its end 

points, the Hanning window reduces the large side lobes observed using 

the rectangular window, yet still maintains a form which allows for 

easy calculation. 

Stationar transform: If the equation for the Hanning 

window (A. 25) is placed into the general equation for the bandpass 

characteristics of the stationary transform, the following results 

BPk (w) = 

2gg k 
N-I 

sin ( ) k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-I. (A. 26) 
n=o 

sin We 

To simplify this equation, the sine squared function is broken up into 

a sum of complex exponentials to produce 
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Bpk (w) = 

2ns 2nx 2sk 
N-1 

L-1/ e J N + 1/ -1/ eJ N j e Jnt(w-NT ) 
n=o 4 2 4 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-1. (A. 27) 

Applying the modified arithmetic progression formula shown in A. 21 

yields the simpler expression 

-'&I 
[$( -„")] 

sjTl [Q(ci)- ~)+TT] J[NNir (To ~TTK) ~ l~TN- ] N 

4Sjn [J-(~ - %) 

Kl 0, i, 2, . . . N-i (A. 28) 

By re-arranging a few terms of this equation, another equation is 

produced which more clearly illustrates how the Hanning window 

produces lower sidelobes and a wider main lobe than the rectangular 

window. 
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This equation illustrates that the bandpass characteristics of the 

stationary transform using the Hanning widow can be decomposed into 

three parts. One part is identical to the equation for the bandpass 

characteristics of the stationary transform using the rectangular 

window (A. 22) but one half the amplitude. The other two parts are the 

same equation except shifted one sample to the left and right, in- 

verted, and at one fourth amplitude instead of one half. Because of 

the regular spacing of the sidelobes, these two extra parts aid in 

reducing the sidelobe levels by cancellation, but also cause the 

broadening of the mainlobe. The magnitude of equation A. 29 is plotted 

in Figure A-3. 

Slidin transform: By inserting the equation for the 

Hanning window (A. 25) into the general equation for the bandpass 

characteristics of the stationary transform, the following equation 

results 

2vk 2vk 

BP (m) L. ( sin (ns) jnt(r»- I(T ) ] e Jkt(Q- )IT) 
n=0 

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . N-1 (A. 30) 

Simplifying this equation using the modified arithmetic progression 
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Since this equation differs from (A. 29) only in the presence of a 

common phase term, the magnitude of the equations are equal. This 

means that the plot 1n Figure A-3 also represents the magnitude of 

bandpass characteristics of the sliding chrip 2-transform using the 

Hanning window. 

Comments: The Hanning window produces lower sidelobes 

levels at the cost of a wider main lobe. This is easily seen by com- 

paring figures A-2 and A-3. The first sidelobe level 1s reduced by 

lgdB when the Hanning w1ndow is used instead of the rectangular w1n- 

dow. The width of the main lobe is increased by 60%. 

Dol h-Cheb schev window: The Dolph-Chebyschev window func- 

tion optimi zes the trade off between s1de lobe height and ma1nlobe 

width. Dolph (15] developed the window function in 1946. He made use 

of the Chebyschev polynomials to develop the windowing function and 

prove that it produced the narrowest possible main lobe for a given 

maximum sidelobe height. Two major problems exist w1th th1s window 

function; complexity and uniform sidelobe height. 

Complexity is a major p1tfall of the Dolph-Chebyschev window1ng 

function. When Dolph first presented it in 1946 [15], it was necessary 

to derive all the Nth order Chebyschev polynomials in order to produce 

all the equations which describe the Dolph-Chebyschev window for a N 

point transform. This was originally only a small problem since Dolph 

developed the window for use on phased array antenna with small num- 

bers of el enients. Current use of the window w1th discrete Fouri er 

transforms of large numbers of po1nts requires a massive mount of 

calculations just to compute the window function. Simplification have 
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been made to Dolph's original equations describing the window function 

L16]. Using these simpified equations, the window function is much 

easier to compute, but it is still very cumbersome for long transform 

lengths. Because of the complexity of the Dolph-Chebyschev window, no 

equations will be presented describing either the window or its band- 

pass characteristics. 

A second problem with the Dolph-Chebyschev window is its constant 

sidelobe height. This is illustrated in Figure A-4 which presents the 

bandpass characteristics of the window. The window lowers the first 

sidelobe at the cost of raising latter ones. Because of this, the 

lower side lobe levels of the Dolph-Chebyschev window do not neces- 

sarily guarantee that less energy is contained in the smn of all the 

side lobes. Reduction of the energy contained in the sidelobes is a 

better indicator of a higher dynamic range ratio. Unfortunately, no 

closed form solution for a window possessing minimum energy in its 

sidelobes has yet been found. [113 

The Dolph-Chebyschev window does produce a significantly lower 

sidelobe level for a given main lobe width. If the main lobe width is 

set to be the same as that of the Hanning window, the highest side'lobe 

is reduced by 16dB. A deeper study is necessary in order to determine 

whether this lower sidelobe level is a true indicator of an improved 

dynamic range. 

Conclusions 

The effects of the choice of a window function on the performance 

of the chirp I-transform is quite significant. The most significant 

trade off between the window functons seems to be main lobe width 
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(frequency resolution) and sidelobe level (dynamic range). Windows 

which tend to have low sidelobe levels also tend to have wide main 

lobes and vice-versa. One window which optimizes this trade off is 

the Dolph-Chebyschev window. This window, however, is very difficult 

to work with and is thus not very comaonly used. Two other windows. 

the rectangular window and the Warming window. are not optimal but are 

comaonly used due to their simplicity. 
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APPENDIX 8 

CCD TRANSVERSAL FILTERS 

The purpose of this appendix is to describe the history and 

theory of operations of charge coupled devices and to analyze their 

use as transversal filters. This information is presented to give a 

deeper understanding of the concepts on which CCD technology is based 

and how such a device can be used to implement a transversal filter. 

Histor of Char e Cou led Devices 

The concept of charge coupled semiconductor devices was first 

presented in 1970 by W. S. Hoyle and G. E. Smith of Hell 

Laboratories. [12] lhey proposed that small packets of charge could be 

stored and moved about in MOS capacitors on the surface of a semi- 

conductor device. Stored charge packets were in the form of minority 

carriers held in potential wells. These packets then could be moved 

about by moving the potential wells using the upper electrodes (or 

gates) of the MOS capacitors. Storage times were anticipated to be 

limited to a few seconds because of the thermally generated dark cur- 

rent at the semiconductor-oxide interface. [12] Maximum transfer speed 

and charge transfer efficiency were expected to be interrelated and 

mostly determined by the constant ~p (the time constant for transfer 

of charge from one potential well to another). For 0. 4 mil (10um) 

gate widths vo was anticipated to be about 25nS. 

To prove the concepts presented by Hoyle and Smith, G. F. Amelio 

and M. F. Tompsett joined with Smith to fabricate a charge coupled 

device and measure its characteristics. [13] The experimental device 

was formed by growing 1200A thick dry oxide over a 100-cm n-type &100& 
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oriented silicon substrate then depositing on a linear array of ten 4 

mil x 4 mil ( 100umx100um) Cr-Au electrodes separated by . 12mil (3um) 

gaps. The device design was by no means optimal but was designed 

principally for easy fabrication. Testing of the device was done by 

avalanche injecting charge into the first electrode then shifting this 

charge to successive electrodes by clocking their gates. Charge 

transfer was monitored by observation of charge transfer to and from 

the substrate. A difference between the amount of charge transferred 

to the substrate when the gate is turned on and from the substrate 

when the gate is turned off represented charge retained within the 

device. Using this information the charge transfer efficiency of the 

device was calculated to be better than 98% for transfer times down to 

100nS. These results showed that the charge coupled semiconductor 

device concept was implementable with current semiconductor tech- 

nology. 

Over the next two years, Tompett and several associates joined 

together to develop an 8 element device [17], a 96-element device[18] 

and a 500-element device. [19] These devices were used for a combin- 

ation of applications and achieved transfer speeds up to 2MHz at 

99. 98% charge transfer efficiency. The 500 element device was 

designed for use as either a linear image sensor [19] or an analog 

delay line. [20] It worked well as both. This device showed that ana- 

log delay lines of substancial length were feasible. 

During this time, D. R. Collins, W. H. Bailey, W. M. Gosney, and 

D. D. Buss at Texas Instruments, were examining the possibility of 

using CCD technology to implement an analog matched filter. [21] They 
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implemented two matched filters using the CCD as a transversal fil- 

ter. Weighting and summing was achieved using a split electrode 

weighting scheme they developed. Their devices represented the first 

implementation of a CCD transversal filter. 

Continued work at Texas Instruments under R. W. Brodersen, C. R. 

Hewes, and D. D. Buss produced a 500-stage CCD transversal filter for 

use in spectral filtering and Fourier analysis[6]. The device used 

the four-phase clocking technique and a new corner turning technique 

which allowed the device to be fabricated on a 180x100 mil die. The 

measured charge transfer efficiency for the device was 99. 95% at a 

clock rate of 500KHz and transfer loss through the corners was esti- 

mated at about 0. 5%. Overall performance of the device for Fourier 

analysis was very good for signal band widths up to 10MHz. The 

device's low power consumption and small size made it especially 

attractive for certain appliations. As a result, Reticon, a company 

in Sunnyvale, California begin manufacturing and marketing a 512 stage 

device based on the TI design. Unfortunately, the large amount of 

support circuitry for the device kept it from realizing its potential 

for implementing a small low power spectral analysis system. 

Under a U. S. ArMy ERADCOM contract, R. C. Pettergill, P. W. 

Bosshart, M. DeWit and C. R. Hewes worked to provide an all-on-one- 

chip 512-stage spectral analysis IC. [22j The device was implemented 

on a 240x215mi 1 NMOS IC using a I /z phase 3 level clocking scheme. 

Dynamic range of 63dB and a power consumption of 475Mw as observed at 

a 1MHz clock rate. To date this represents the most complex CCD 

transversa'I filter implementation. 



CCD technology has grown quickly over a very short time. Many 

applications have been discovered for these devices ranging from opti- 

cal imaging to digital memory systems. One application for CCDs is 

analog filtering and spectral analysis. This is achieved by using the 

CCD to implement a transversal filter. ibis is the application which 

will be discussed in the remainder of this appendix. Note that since 

CCDs are by nature basically transversal filters, the following infor- 

mation is helpful no matter what application the device is used in. 

Princi les of 0 eration 

A transversal filter is simply a long series of delay elements 

whose outputs (called taps or bins) are individually weighted and 

summed to produce an output. Figure B-1 illustrates the block diagram 

of a transversal filter. This figure clearly shows that a transversal 

filter can be separated into two parts. The first part is the tapped 

delay line. Taps on the delay line are evenly spaced in time. The 

number of taps determines the length of the filter. The second part 

is the tapping/weighting/summing section. This part aust non- 

destructively sample the tap outputs, multiply each by an independant 

constant, then sum them together. Both parts can be implemented using 

a charge coupled device. 

CCD anglo dela line: A charge coupled device is essentially an 

analog shift register. By clocking the device at a fixed rate it 

becomes an analog delay line. The cross-sectional view of such a 

device is illustrated in Figure B-2. A CCD delay line consists of 

three sections. These are the input, delay, and output sections. An 

explanation of the operation of each section follows. The delay sec 
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tion will be discussed first. This will make the explanation of the 

input stage and output stage clearer since both of these stages also 

contain delay elements. 

a~la a etio: lh ai h dy of th CCD d lay li i th 

delay section. This section holds charges packets generated by the 

input section and transfers them through the the device until they 

reach the output section. Charge is stored in this section in delay 

elements and transfered using one of several clocking techniques 

tant item in a CCD delay line. It can be used to hold a charge packet 

or transfer it to an adjacent delay element by changing the potential 

of its upper electrode. 

CCD delay elements are basically capacitors, but their special 

construction allows for direct charge transfer between the elements. 

Figure 8-3 shows the 5 element cross-section of a CCD device. Note 

that the delay elements possess individual upper conducting electrodes 

and an insulator (silicon dioxide) just as capacitors do. The dif- 

ference is the lower electrode. For a capacitor, the lower electrode 

is normally another individual conducting electrode. For a CCD 

device, the lower electrode is a shared doped semiconductor substrate. 

Because of this special lower electrode, charge packets in the form of 

minority carriers can be trapped in spatially defined depletion 

regions created by voltages applied to the upper electrodes or trans- 

ferred freely to adjacent elements. 

Figure B-3 shows the static state of 5 elements of an n-channel 

CCD device. The bulk ( lower electrode) of this device has been tied 
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to ground and the upper electrodes of the device have been tied to a 

positive voltage V& or Vz. These voltages are chosen so that Vq is 

greater than Vt (the threshold potential for production of an inver- 

sion under steady state conditions) and Vz is much greater than V&. 

This produces a potential well under the electrodes to which Vz is 

attached (in this case, the first and fourth 

elements� 

) . Negative 

charge existing in the silicon substrate will congregate under these 

electrodes producing spatially defined depletion regions. A compen- 

sating positive charge will also flow through the gate lines to the 

gates to balance the negative charge packets in the substrate. These 

charge packets are created by input stage of the CCD device and are 

detected by the output stage. The size of the charge packet can be 

used to represent an analog data value. Charge packets can also be 

moved along the length of the CCD device by altering the potential of 

the upper electrodes of the CCD device. This caused the potential 

wells to move and thus the charge held in them. This altering of 

electrode potential is done by applying a sequence of clock waveforms 

to the gates of the device. A discussion of this technique follows. 

Clockin techni ues: Several different clocking 

techniques exist for transferring charge between the different delay 

elements. Of these techniques, three stand out as the most popular. 

These three techniques are: three-phase, four-phase, and 1~/z phase. 

These three techniques are discussed below. 

Three-Phase techni ue: Probably the simplest 

clocking technique in use now is the three-phase technique. This 

technique is illustrated in Figure 8-4. This figure shows the clock 
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waveforms required, the lay-out of electrodes, and the motion of 

charge under these electrodes as the clock waveforms are sequenced. A 

full charge transfer sequence requires six states (to through ts). 
Thus, after ts, the sequence begins again at tp (ts in the figure). 

Note that the state of the CCD channel is the same in ts as it was in 

tp except that the change has been shifted three elements down the 

delay line. This transfer of charge down the CCD delay line is caused 

by the alteration of the 6 CCD channel states between storage states 

(to, tz, tu) and transfer states (t t, ts, ts). In a storage state, to 

for example, a charge packet is held under every third delay element . 
This means that if N values are to be held in a three-phase CCD delay 

line, 3N delay elements will be required. Though it seems i neffi- 

cient, charge packets cannot be placed at closer intervals and still 

be transfered using a three-phase clock. The reason for this can be 

seen by examining the other CCD channel state, the transfer state. 

During a transfer state, tq for example, two electrodes must be on 

(the source and destination) and a third electrode to be off to block 

transfer of charge to the next packet. Without this third electrode, 

all of the charge packets would be mixed during the transfer phase 

instead of remaining independent. Three-phase clocking was the 

clocking technique proposed in Smith and Doyle's original article on 

Charge Coupled Devices. [12] 

Four- hase techni ue: Another clocking technique 

is the four-phase technique. This technique fs the very similar to 

the three-phase technique. A full charge transfer sequence requires 

six states (ta through ts). This is the same number of states 
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required in the three-phase technique. These states as in the three 

phase technique, are divided into storage states and transfer states. 

These states do not alternate one for one between storage and transfer 

states as occured in the three-phase technique. Instead, two transfer 

states are required between each storage state. Figure B-5 illus- 

trates this technique. 

Since there are two transfer states for every storage state we 

shall divide the six states into storage states (to and ts), primary 

transfer states (tt and t&) and secondary transfer states (t 2 and 

ts). At first it appears from Figure B-5 that the secondary transfer 

states are not altogether necessary. These states are necessary for 

two reasons. First, the inclusion of the secondary transfer states 

increase charge transfer between i q and is electrodes. Secondary 

transfer states break the long transfers into two adjacent transfers . 
A second reason for the secondary transfer state is to prevent charge 

from being "trapped" under the 4q or the es electrodes during a trans- 

fer. If no secondary transfer state is included, clock phases 4q and 

ys in addition to is and iq must fall together. If is or iq fall 

first charge will be trapped, often causing it to transfer backward 

through the delay line. "Trapping" can also be caused by the i2 and 

i q electrodes having lower gate capacitance than i & 
and is electodes. 

Though the four-phase technique seems quite inefficient, it is very 

commonly used for implementing transversal filters with complex coef- 

ficients. This is becasue of two reasons. First, the two storage 

states can be effectivly used for the dual wieghting required for com- 

plex weighting coefficients. Second, the even number of clock phases 

allow for easier construction using alternating overlapped aluminum 
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and polysf licon gates. 

One and one-half hase techni ue: A third 

clocking technique is the one and one-half phase technique. This 

technique uses a different approach to prevent charge packets from 

transferring backwards along the delay line. Both the three phase and 

four-phase prevent reverse charge transfer by always keeping at least 

one clock phase turned off at all times. This produces a moving 

barrier which separates the charge packets from each other. The 

approach used in the one and one-half phase technique is to implant a 

p+ doped region under the leading edge of each of the clock elec- 

trodes. The p+ doped regions act like a one-way door for charge 

transfer by allowing charge to pass through the region but not 

allowing it to be held there. Figure B-6 illustrates the clock wave- 

forms, physical layout and charge transfer flow under the electrodes. 

Several differences exist between a one and one-half phase CCD 

device and the three-phase and four-phase devices discussed pre- 

viously. One major difference is the clock waveform. For the three- 

phase and four-phase CCD devices, though the clock waveforms were dif- 

ferent in shape and number, all were bi-level waveforms (the waveform 

amplitude only took on one of two distinct levels) . lhe clock wave- 

forms for a one and one-half phase device consists of a uni-level 

waveform and a tri-level waveform. Because a uni-level waveform only 

has one allowable amplitude it does not change over with time and is 

thus usually not considered a clock waveform but rather a fixed dc 

level. For CCD devices, however, the signals attached to the gates 

are designated as clock phases even if they are a dc level. For the 
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one and one-half phase CCD clocking technique the first phase is the 

tri-level waveform and the second (one-half phase) is the the uni- 

level waveform. 

~lot s ctsoo: The fsrst stage of a tth de sce ss the s s t 

stage. This stage produces the charge packets which are shifted by 

the delay section and received by the output stage. Two injection 

mechanisms have been used for introducing charge packets into a CCD 

device. These are breakdown and source injection. 

Injection of charge using non-destructive insulation breakdown 

was the first mechanism used with a CCD device. This mechanism was 

used for the first experimental verification of the Charge Coupled 

Device concept in 1970[ 12]. Charge was injected through a MOS gate by 

pulsing the gate with a narrow (60nS), high voltage (200V) signal. 

This non-destructively broke down the oxide layer under the gate and 

injected a charge packet into the substrate below. Though the mechan- 

ism worked, it wasn't very practical and is rarely used. 

Another injection mechanism is source injection. This mechanism 

uses a diode and an input gate to form the source and gate of a MOS 

transistor. Using this technique, charge is injected into the sub- 

strate through the diode junction past the input gate and to the 

receiving gate. The amplitude of the charge packet is controlled by 

the difference between the input gate and diode potential (the tran- 

sistors Vgs) and the available injection time. The size of the 

injected charge packet is defined by the MOS transistor equation by 

letting VIO be the input voltage. VID is the voltage of the input 

diode, and v be the total injection t&me. From this we get 
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uC „Ml 

O = [ ( 2L( ) (V1G V1D VT ) ] 
(B. 1) 

where u is the carrier mobility in cm 
/V S, Cox is the oxide 

capacitance in pF/cm&, Ml and Ll are the width and length of 

the input gate, VT is the threshold voltage of the gate, and Q is 

the injected charge packet amplitude in pC. Note that this equation 

only applies as long as there is room enough for the delivered charge- 

packet O at the receiving gate (the gate following the input gate). 

Since the receiving gate is basically functioning like a capacitor, 

the amount of charge it can hold is determined by the product of its 

voltage VRG, gate area, and oxide capacitance. Thus, 

Omax ox R R RG. (B. 2) 

This should be easily achieveable if v is kept small. 

One important feature of source injection is its versatility. 

From equation B. l note that the squared term affords the input signal 

to be placed on either the input gate or input diode with equal 

result. Also, the injection time v can be controlled in a variety of 

ways. One method is by pulsing either, the input diode or input gate 

(which ever one is not being used for the input signal amplitude). 

Another method of controlling s is by pulsing the receive gate to 

allow only a limited time to fill. A third method is by adding a gate 

between the input diode and input gate to selectively cut off the flow 

of charge. Different combinations of each of these options produces a 
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variety of different techniques by which the source injection can be 

used to inject charge into the channel of a CCD device. Three such 

techniques are Dynamic Injection, Diode Cutoff, and Potential 

Equilibrium[23]. 

tion technique is Dynamic Injection. Figure B-7 illustrates this 

technique. The technique utilizes an input diode and a single input 

gate, The input signal is attached to the input diode and the gate 

VGG. The sampling operating is performed by the first delay gate 

iq', thus the total injection time s is determined by the pulse width 

of eq. From this information the relationship between the input sig- 

nal amplitude V; and the charge packet amplitude D using equation B. l. 
The felationship is 

uC „Mi 
( 2 

" 
) (V - 

(VGG 
— T) )' ) 

I i GG T (B. 3) 

Though the Dynamic Injection technique has the advantage of simplicity 

it also has three main disadvantages. 

The first major disadvantage of the Dynamic Injection technique 

is clock dependance. Clock dependancy is caused by the use of the 

first transfer electrode to perform the input sampling operating. 

This means that the total charge injection time s is determined by the 

pulse width of i q. Since ei varies with the system sampling rate, the 

gain of the input stage will change. This not often acceptable 

because most systems utilizing CCD devices smst be able to function at 

a wide range of different sampling rates. 
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The second major disadvantage of the Dynamic Injection technique 

is a problem which occurs called reverse transfer leakage. This is 

caused by the fact that charge is still under the first transfer gate 

when it is tuned off during ts (see F1gure B-7b). When this occurs, 

charge not only transfers towards the first transfer gate but also 

back towards the input diode. The percentage of charge transfer ring 

in each direction is dependant on the potentials of the three gates, 

the potential of the input diode, the clock waveshape and timing and 

the carrier transit time. The amount of reverse transfer leakage is 

thus very difficult to determine or control, resulting usually in the 

addition of noise into the size of the individual charge packets. 

The third major d1sadvantage of the Dynamic Injection techn1que 

is its nonlinearity. This can be seen from a equation B. 3. For CCD 

devices to be used in analog applications, the device usually must be 

linear. To alleviate the problem the device is biased up to the more 

linear region of the characteristic curve. This 1s done by limiting 

the Vi to small deviations and making VGG as large as possible. 

If we assume tht VGG 
- VT » V; & 0 then equation 8. 3 becomes 

uC „WI 
& &VGG T~ ~ GG T~ "i&~' 

This equation in linear with respect to Vi. 

Diode Cutoff: Another source injection technique is 

the Diode Cutoff technique. This technique alleviates the clock 
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dependency problem of the Dynamic Injection Technique by introducing a 

sampling gate as shown in Figure B-B. This additional gate causes the 

total injection time to be dependent on a new signal is. Because 

is not used for the transfer of charge in the main CCD delay 

section, its pulse width can be held fixed for all system sampling 

rates. Note that the relationship between the input signal amplitude 

and charge packet amplitude is still the same as expressed by equation 

B. 2 exept that s now refers to the pulse width of )s instead of 4&. 

Though the Diode Cutoff technique does eliminate the clock dependency 

problem of the Dynamic Injection technique, ft still exhibits the same 

problem with reverse charge leakage and non-linearity. 

Potential E ui librium: The Potential Equali brium tech- 

nique for source injection is considerably different from the previous 

two techniques. In this technique, the input is applied to the gate 

rather than the input diode. This allows the input diode to be pulsed 

to perform the sampling operation. By pulsing the input diode rather 

than the gate the reverse charge leakeage problem can be eliminated. 

Figure A-g illustrates the Potential Equilibrium source injection 

technique. Note that after the input diode is pulsed on, it is 

reverse biased to drain off any free charge left under the input gate. 

Another advantage of the Potential Equilibrium technique is its 

linearity. Unlike the other two source injection techniques, the 

Potential Equilibrium technique relies on the filling of the receive 

gate and the draining off of excess charge not held back by the input 

gate. This allows the relationship between the input voltage ampli- 

tude and the injected charge amplitude to be determined by the gate 

charge capacity (equation B. 2) rather than the product of the charge 
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injection speed and the charge injection time (equation B. l). Note 

that equation 8. 2 is linear with respect to VB where equation B. l is 

not. Also, note that the other two source injection techniques can 

not make use of the mechanism described above since they attach the 

input signal to the input diode rather than the input gate. Equat1on 

B. 2 1s independent of the 1nput diode voltage. 

The equation which relates the input voltage and injected charge 

amplitude is easily derived. As mentioned above, this relationship 1s 

based on equation B. 2. Note also, that equation B. I must also be used 

to assure that the times vf and vr shown in Figure B-9 are suf- 

ficiently long to assure that equation B. 2 remains valid. Two steps 

are involved in the charge injection. These are charge f1 11 1ng (tz) 

and charge removal (ts ). Each step has is own set of determining 

equations. 

During the charge filling step the receive gate is filled to a 

level which much exceed the height of the input gate. From equation 

B. 2 the total amount of charge which can be held under the receive 

gate is 

QR 
= Co WR LR VRB 

max 

lf we subtract from this the amount of charge held above the potential 

of the receive gate the equation 

c R R ( RB B) 
m1n 

(B 6) 
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is obtained. Since this is the minimum amount of charge required to 

be delivered to the receive gate during the charge filling step, the 

minimum filling time vf can be determined from equation B. l 

uCoxWl [ ( 2L ) (VG -(-Vf - T) ] f & C W L (V - V ) 

Noting that Wl 
= WR and rearranging terms we get 

R RG G 

( — ) (((„~q, „)Z) (B. B) 

For a worst case input voltage of VG 
= 0 this becomes 

2L) LR 'RG 
( — ) (, ) f P (B. g) 

By maintaining a high input diode forward bias voltage and designing 

in short gates, charge filling times can be easily kept under 100psec. 

For transversal filters designed to run at clock rates below 18Hz the 

charge filling time should not pose a problem, for higher clock rates 

the filling time could be a limiting factor. Note that for vf times 

which exceed the minimum filling time, overfilling of the receive gate 

will occur. This cannot be avoided since the minimum filling time is 

dependant on the input voltage VG whereas vf is held fixed. Thus 
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i f vf is made long enough to prevent underfi 1 ling at minimum VG, 

overfilling will occur at maximum VG. To remove overfilled charge, 

a second step is required called charge removal. 

During the charge removal step, the input diode is reverse biased 

to remove all charge at the receive gate which is at a higher poten- 

tial than the input gate. This is the amount of charge which was de- 

livered which was in excess of the minimum receive charge defined by 

equation 8. 6. The time required for this charge removal should not be 

a problem. As long as Vr is larger than Vf and vr is at least 

as big as vf then sufficient time will exist for charge removal. 

If both vf and vr are sufficiently long to allow complete 

charge filling and removal, the relationship between the charge 

delivered to the receive gate (Q) and the input signal voltage (Vi) 

is defined from equation B. 6 as 

Q = 
Cox WR LR (VRG-Vi). (B. 10) 

Note that because Q refers to the charge amplitude rather than its 

polarity, Q aust remain positive. Also, note that since Vi is 

applied to a gate it must always be held at a potential higher than 

the threshold voltage Vt for a depletion range to form under it. 
From these two relationships, the following limitation on the input 

voltage Vi is determined. 

T i RG (B. 11) 

This relationship must be satisfied for equation B. 10 to be valid. 
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all the charge injection mechanisms, source injection of 

charge by the Dynamic Equalibrima technique appears to be the best. 

This technique is linear and does not suffer from clock timing depen- 

dency or reverse charge transfer loss. The technique does have a 

problem. This problem can be seen from equation B. IO. Note from this 

equation that the potential of the receive gate can also funtion as a 

input signal. Any fluctuations of this gate level or any noise pre- 

sent on the gate line will be directly coupled into the system. For 

this reason, the receive gate clock line should be carefuly isolated 

and filtered if the Potential Equilibrium technique is used. 

~0t t Sectio: ih iieet stag of a ttg device is th o t- 

put stage. This section transfers charge packets passed to it from 

the last element of the delay section to a charge detection circuit 

where the charge amplitude is converted to a voltage. Like the CCD 

input section, the output section is composed of a gate and a diode. 

The arrangement is illustrated in Figure 8. 2. 

The mechanism by which the output stage extracts charge from the 

CCD device is very similar to the source injection mechanism used by 

the input stage to introduce charge into the CCD. Jut like the input 

stage, the output stage consists of a gate and diode. For the input 

stage these transform the gate and source of a MOS transistor. For 

the output stage, they form the gate and drain of a MOS transistor. 

In fact, the entire CCD device can be though of one long nmlti-gate 

MOS transistor with its source in the input section and its drain in 

the output section. Just as in a MOS transistor, charge enters the 

device through the source and exits through the drain. Note that the 
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clocking technique of a CCD allows only small incremental charge 

packets to leave the output stage as opposed to the continuous charge 

flow that is usually associated with operation of a HOS transistor. 

This can make the detect1on of the CCD charge output difficult. 

Ta in /Wei ht1n /Summin : The second major part of a trans- 

versal is responsible for non-destructively sampling (tapp1ng) the 

contents of individual elements of the delay line, weighting these 

values, then summing the we1ghted values together to produce a single 

output value. This is illustrated in Figure B. l. Each operation can 

be performed using the CCO delay line just discussed. An explanation 

of how each operation is implemented follows. 

~Ta in : The first operat1on that must be implemented to 

allow the use of a delay line for a transversal filter is tapping. 

Tapping is the non-destructive measuring of the contents of the delay 

elements. For a CCD device, this would require that the amp11tude of 

each charge packet within the dev1ce be measured without dra1n1ng off 

or adding to it. One way this can be done is by measuring the amount 

of charge which flows to the gate which the charge packet is moved 

under. Figure B-10 illustrates the concept. 

Initially, 1t is assumed that a charge packet of size O is 

present under Gz. The charge is negative since charge held under a 

CCD substrate is in the minority of carr1ers (electrons for p-type 

doped silicon). Charge under Gz is held there by the positive poten- 

tial applied to that gate. Note that the negative charge packet under 

will electrostatically attract an equal positive charge to Gz 

through 1ts clock line. Th1s secondary charge packet will be trapped 
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on the gate electrode since it is unable to pass through the insul- 

ating barrier under the gate to the substrate where the primary charge 

packet is held. Measuring the amplitude of the secondary charge pac- 

ket provides an effective way of determining the contents of the CCD 

delay elements without effecting their value. 

Measuring the size of the charge packets which reside on a gates 

of a CCD is easier than measuring the size of the charge packets which 

reside within the substrate of the CCD. The charge packets residing 

on the gates are isolated from each other and can be accessed directly 

through the individual lines which lead to them. This is not true for 

the charge packets within the substrate. These charge packets are not 

entirely isolated from each other, (if they were then they would not 

be able to be move through the device) nor are they accessable 

through individual lines. Measurement of the charge on the gates is 

easier, but measuring any absolute charge amplitude is difficult no 

matter where it resides. 

Another alternative to measuring the absolute magnitude of the 

charge residing on the gate is to monitor the motion of charge to and 

from it. Note that charge motion to and from the gate will be 

observed a current flow through the gate clock line. This current can 

easily be measured by a variety of methods. One method is to place a 

capacitor in series with clock line of each gate. Charge passing 

"through" the capacitor will produce a voltage difference across the 

capacitor. The amount of charge passing to and from the gate can be 

determined by monitoring the voltage across the capacitor. Figure 

B-10 illustrates the motion of charge to and from the CCD gates as a 
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charge packet moves beneath them. Note tht gates adjacent to a charge 

packet are held at zero potential and hence have no charge beneath 

them. Because of this, the entire charge packet will transfer back 

and forth through the clock lines. This means that the relative 

charge motion actually represents the entire charge packet size. 

Tapping the contents of the elements of a CCD can be accomplished by 

measuring the charge transferring to and from its gates. 

~uet httn: Another operatton required to t pte e t a trans- 

versal filter is weighting of the tap values. Weighting is simply the 

scaling of each tap value by an independent constant. Weight values 

need only cover the range from plus unity through zero to minus unity. 

This is because the importance of weighting is the ratio of the tap to 

tap values. Any overall gain required can be affected at a later 

stage. 

For a CCD, the most convson technique for performing weighting is 

split-electrode weighting. This technique is illustrated in Figure 

B-11. Tapping of the delay element values is performed by measuring 

charge flowing to the CCD gates as just discussed. Sy splitting the 

gate electrode into two pieces (see figure), the charge packet can be 

divided up. By holding the clock line for each gate section (4+ and 

ip-) at the same potential the charge under the entire gate area should 

be relatively uniform. Thus, the charge under each gate section 

should be proportionate in the area of that gate section. That is, 
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'Q LQ/(LW)j LW Ll = QL' /W7 

These equations illustrate the split gate weighting technique where 

the width of the gate section (W or W ) is used to scale the 

charge packet amplitude Q to produce a weighted charge packet size 

(Q+ or Q ). The terms " 
/W and " 

/W are the weighting 

constants. 

Before progressing on, it is important to note two things about 

the above equations. The first is that the two weighting constants 

" 
/W and " 

/W are not independent of each other. These 

constants must always sma to unity since W and W sum to W. The 

second item to note about the above equations is that the weighting 

constants can only vary from zero to positive unity. This is a prob- 

lem since most transversal filter functions are bipolar functions. 

To implement a bipolar weighting function the difference is taken 

of the two weighted charge packets to produce a weighted charge packet 

Ql 

Q' = LQ -Q j=QC — j QL2( /) -&j (B. 14) 

As W+ varies from zero to W the value of the new weighting constant 

[2(w+/w) -1] varies from minus unity to plus unity. Taking the 

difference of the charge flowing to the two different gate sections is 

more difficult than simply measuring the charge flowing through a 

single line but is achievable using a differential current integrator 
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(DCI). DCIs are discussed in the main body of this report. 

Split gate weighting as described above is a simple and effective 

means of performing tap weighting in a CCD. Weight values range from 

minus unity to plus unity and are encoded in the gate mask of the CCD 

by setting the relative width of the two sections of each gate. The 

weighted contents for each gate is determined by taking the difference 

between the charge flowing to its two sections. To maintain the 

accuracy of the technique, care must be taken to assure the uniformity 

of the charge distribution i the CCD over the entire width of the 

channel. This involves care in the fabrication process and care to 

assure the two sections of each gate are held of precisely the same 

potential. 

~Summin : The final operating required to implement a CCD 

transversal filter is summing. This entails the summing together of 

all of the weighted tap values to form a single value. Of all of the 

operations so far this is probably the simplist to implement. Since 

the all of the weighted tap values are in the form of charge flowing 

along a clock line, the sumaation of all these values can be performed 

by simply tying together the clock lines for all of the gates in each 

section and sending these lines to a single DCI. Figure B-12 illus- 

trates this. Note that for simplicity's sake, only the tapped gates 

are shown. As we noted in the earlier discussion on clocking tech- 

niques, nultiple gate electrodes are required to form a single delay 

element. Usually only one of these gates per delay element will 

usually be used for tapping weighting and summing. The other elec- 

trodes are used solely for the controlling of the element-to-element 
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charge transfer process. 

Conclusions: Current semiconductor technology allows for the 

implementat1on of a transversal filter using a charge coupled device. 

The dev1ce is relat1vely easy to implement and has the advantages of 

low power, small size and weight, low cost (1n large volume 

quantities), and relat1vely fast clock speeds (10 MHz). A large 

number of prototype devices have been manufactured by a varied group 

of people (. 63, [173-(. 223, but only one such device is available on the 

market. Note that since the weighting function of a CCD is set during 

the construction of the device, devices are very costly to design and 

fabricate for the first device, but are fairly 1nexpensive to produce 

if 'large quantities of the same device are needed. This often limits 

the number of appl1cations in which CCD transversal filters can be 

used. 
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